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Stroke is the leading cause of long-term disability in the United States and around 

the world (Duncan, 1995). Upper extremity impairment is one of the most frequent 

impairments after stroke (Gresham, et al., 1975). The damage to the motor system 

caused by the stroke results in imperfect motor control, often exhibited as atypical or 

stereotypical movement patterns. One hallmark of this dysfunctional motor system is the 

high variability present in several movement parameters, such as upper extremity joint 

range of motion, movement time, and peak velocity, when variability is conceptualized 

from the traditional motor control perspective (Cirstea & Levin, 2000). Movement 

variability under these traditional motor control theories is considered as undesirable 

noise in the motor output (Stergiou, Buzzi, Kurz & Heidel, 2004), and therefore error. 

However, contemporary motor control theories, such as dynamic systems theory, 

consider variability as an intrinsic characteristic of movement and plays an integral role 

in motor learning ( Bernstein, 1967; Kamm, Thelen, & Jensen, 1990). Developing 

variability is indicative of the development of greater functionality in the motor system. 

Variability in healthy biological systems reveals the inherent complexity of the system 

components and their functional interactions (Vaillancourt & Newell, 2002). Further, 
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variability in various physiological systems not only explains the complexity of a healthy 

system but also reflects adaptability and flexibility to the system. It might then seem 

intuitive to refer the complexity of the system as, „adaptive variability‟. Lipsitz and 

Goldberger (1992) proposed a „loss of complexity hypothesis‟ suggesting a decline in 

optimal complexity as a function of aging and disease. Because of the damage to motor 

neural networks from stroke, it would then seem intuitive that individuals with stroke 

might also exhibit reduced complexity or adaptive variability in upper extremity 

movement. If this assumption holds true, enhancing upper extremity adaptive variability 

might seem to be an important goal of upper extremity stroke rehabilitation. Therefore, 

the overall purpose of this dissertation is to examine the adaptive variability of 

movement in the upper extremity and understand its relationship to upper extremity 

motor performance post stroke. This dissertation comprises three studies. The first 

study investigates whether the adaptive variability of upper extremity joint kinematics is 

reduced post stroke. The second study examines some of the task variables that might 

augment upper extremity adaptive variability post stroke. The final study investigates 

the change of upper extremity adaptive variability in individuals with stroke following an 

intervention based upon Constraint Induced Movement Therapy. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Stroke is the leading cause of long-term disability in the United States and around 

the world (Duncan, 1995). The American Heart Association (2010) reports over 795,000 

new cases of stroke annually in the United States. Stroke is estimated to result in $30 

billion in health care costs and lost productivity each year, and the incidence of stroke is 

not decreasing (Han & Haley, 1999). With the aging population, this suggests that the 

numbers of individuals disabled by stroke will only rise in the future, increasing societal 

burden.  

Upper extremity (UE) impairment is one of the most frequent impairments after 

stroke (Gresham, et al., 1975). Thirty to sixty percent of individuals with stroke are 

unable to use their more affected upper extremities in functional activities (Gresham, et 

al., 1975). Despite the billions of dollars spent on UE rehabilitation each year, residual 

UE impairments still exist (Duncan, Lai, & Keighley, 2000; Nakayama, Jorgensen, 

Raaschou, & Olsen, 1994). Therefore, it is imperative to discover more effective UE 

rehabilitation intervention strategies.   

A more thorough understanding of the post stroke motor impairments is needed to 

develop more effective treatments that will maximize motor ability and enhance 

functional independence. Examining the impaired motor system provides a window to 

further comprehend the UE motor control deficits following stroke. UE motor 

impairments post stroke often include impaired motor control and reduced inter-joint 

coordination (Cirstea & Levin, 2000). Among the umbrella of motor impairments, 

individuals with post-stroke hemiparesis often exhibit atypical or stereotypical movement 

patterns. The resulting movements exhibit high variability in several movement 
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parameters, such as UE joint range of motion, movement time, and peak velocity, when 

variability is conceptualized from the traditional motor control perspective (Cirstea & 

Levin, 2000). Movement variability under these traditional motor control theories is 

considered as undesirable noise in the motor output (Stergiou, Buzzi, Kurz & Heidel, 

2004), and therefore error. Hence, conventionally, a major goal of rehabilitation 

interventions is to reduce movement variability, with the intent to approximate normal 

movement (Bobath, 1990).  

However, variability is often intrinsic to the outcome of movement (Newell, 

Deutsch, Sosnoff & Mayer-Kress, 2005). Movement variability is also associated with 

the motor behavior of human beings and is a consequential element of our motor 

control. Contemporary motor control theories, such as dynamical systems theory, 

consider variability as a positive characteristic of movement and plays an integral role in 

motor learning (Bernstein, 1967; (Kamm, et al., 1990). Optimal variability reflects the 

greater functionality of the motor system. Hence, understanding movement variability 

might be a mechanism to better comprehend the motor system. 

Further, variability in healthy biological systems reveals the inherent complexity of 

the system components and their functional interactions (Vaillancourt & Newell, 2002). 

For example: the force output of a hand muscle might depend upon several variables: 

number of motor units recruited, gripping surface, level of motivation, etc. Thus, force 

production is dependent upon the complex interplay of these components, the 

coordination of which again reflects the health or functionality of the motor control 

system. As a healthy system is a complex system, variability could then be attributed as 
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a descriptor of complexity, and therefore a measure of the optimal functioning of a 

system.  

Complexity is also essentially integrated in healthy physiological systems of our 

body (Glass & Mackey, 1988; Goldberger, Rigney, & West, 1990). For instance, greater 

variability in the heart and brain waves is correlated with a healthy state (Elbert, et al., 

1994). Greater complexity in heart rate suggests the moment-to-moment fluctuations of 

our hearts during the day (Lipsitz & Goldberger, 1992; Pool, 1989). These fluctuations 

are essential to adapt to the diurnal changes in heart rate with physical activity. Similar 

changes in heart rate are also observed with increase in physical activity such as, 

running or biking. Healthy individuals without any cardiac anomalies are able to adapt to 

the increased physiological demand caused due to the change in physical activity. A 

healthy cardiovascular system demonstrates an optimal level of complexity 

characterized by dynamic, constantly adapting or less regular heart activity as 

measured by the electrocardiogram (Goldberger, et al., 1990; Lipsitz & Goldberger, 

1992). Likewise, complexity of an intact motor system depicts the inherent abundance 

of the options to perform a motor task (Latash & Anson, 2006). The greater the number 

of options, the greater the ability to adapt to changing environmental demands and the 

greater the ability to emit an appropriate adaptive response to those demands. For 

instance, one could employ multiple strategies to pick up a glass from the surface of the 

table. Complexity of movement provides individuals with an abundant repertoire of 

movement strategies to adapt movement patterns and successfully meet the demands 

of everyday changing tasks (Newell, et al., 2005; Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009). Similar 

to the cardiovascular system, an intact motor system demonstrates dynamic, and less 
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regular motor output (such as force generated by muscles) (Sosnoff & Newell, 2006b). 

Thus, complexity in healthy physiological systems is characteristic of an adaptable and 

flexible system. It might then seem intuitive to refer the complexity of the system as, 

„adaptive variability‟. 

Apart from motor control and behavior, complexity or adaptive variability is also 

considered consequential in multiple physiological systems of the human body (Glass & 

Mackey, 1988; Goldberger, 1986). Lipsitz and Goldberger (1992) proposed the „loss of 

complexity hypothesis‟ suggesting a decline in optimal complexity as a function of aging 

and disease. In general, aging and pathology are characterized by remarkable regular 

or less dynamic physiological and motor responses (Goldberger, 1997). For instance, 

older individuals and individuals with cardiac disorders show a regular pattern of heart 

rate exhibiting reduced complexity (Goldberger, 1997). Likewise, resting tremors 

observed in Parkinsonism also exhibit reduced complexity secondary to rigid and 

stereotypical movement patterns (van Emmerik, Sprague, & Newell, 1993). UE 

kinematic studies also reveal stereotypical movement patterns in individuals with stroke 

(Cirstea & Levin, 2000). Although these movement patterns have not been examined for 

complexity, according to the loss of complexity hypothesis it would then seem intuitive 

that individuals with stroke might also demonstrate reduced complexity or adaptive 

variability in UE movement. Understanding the adaptive variability in UE movements 

could offer a unique approach to examine the health or functionality of the motor control 

system post-stroke and offer additional ways to describe the impairments in motor 

control post stroke. If individuals with stroke exhibit reduced UE adaptive variability, 

enhancing UE adaptive variability might constitute one of the important goals of UE 
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stroke rehabilitation. UE adaptive variability might restore the ability to adapt movement 

patterns and successfully make adjustments to the dynamic nature of functional tasks in 

individuals with stroke. Although not investigated, existing UE rehabilitation 

interventions might augment UE adaptive variability post stroke. One could also 

question if gains made in UE adaptive variability translate to improvements in function 

and participation post stroke. 

The overall purpose of this dissertation was to examine the adaptive variability of 

UE movement and understand its relationship to UE motor performance post stroke. 

This dissertation is comprised of three studies. The first study investigated whether the 

adaptive variability of UE joint kinematics was reduced post stroke. The second study 

examined some of the task parameters that might augment UE adaptive variability post 

stroke. The final study investigated the change in UE adaptive variability in individuals 

with stroke following an intervention based upon Constraint Induced Movement Therapy 

(Wolf et al., 2006). The research proposed is significant because it not only provides a 

novel understanding of the motor impairment by characterizing UE adaptive variability, 

but also examines whether a commonly researched UE intervention augments UE 

adaptive variability post stroke.  
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

This chapter provides the theoretical background and underlying specific aims of 

the proposed research. This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section 

describes upper extremity (UE) motor impairments and the current understanding of 

movement variability that results from damage to the motor system post stroke. The 

second section reviews the theoretical background of variability in motor control and 

also briefly describes the measures for quantifying movement variability. This section 

also provides the specific aims for Study One (Chapter 3). The third section discusses 

potential ways of augmenting variability post stroke and forms the basis of aims for 

Study Two (Chapter 4). The last section discusses the effect of intervention in 

augmenting variability post stroke and also provides aims for Study Three (Chapter 5).  

Section 1: Upper Extremity (UE) Impairment and Movement Variability in Stroke 

Stroke: Incidence and Consequences 

O‟Sullivan et al. (2000) define a stroke, as “an acute onset of neurological 

dysfunction due to an abnormality in cerebral circulation with resultant signs and 

symptoms that correspond to involvement of 19 focal areas of the brain”. Over 795,000 

new strokes occur annually in the United States (American Heart Association, 2010). 

Stroke is the leading cause of serious long-term adult onset disability in the United 

States (American Heart Association, 2010) and the second worldwide in individuals 

more than 60 years of age (Barnes, Dobkin, & Bogousslavsky, 2005). The damage to 

the motor system caused by stroke most often results in motor impairments and UE 

impairment is one of the most frequent impairments after stroke (Barnes, Dobkin, & 

Bogousslavsky, 2005). The impairment of the more affected UE causes difficulty with 
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daily activity completion and decreases quality of life (Gresham, et al., 1975). The 

incidence of stroke is not decreasing. With the aging population, the human and 

financial burden of stroke will continue to increase over time. 

Pathophysiological Basis of UE Impairment and Performance Post-Stroke 

The pathophysiological basis of UE motor impairment and performance post 

stroke occurs due to death of neurons and the disruption of the motor neural networks 

and pathways of the central nervous system caused by interruption of arterial blood 

supply from a hemorrhage (hemorrhagic stroke) or clot (ischemic stroke) usually on one 

side of the brain (Barnes, Dobkin, & Bogousslavsky, 2005). The resulting impairment 

leads to paresis (or paralysis) in the opposite half of the body (hemiparesis) (Barnes, 

Dobkin, & Bogousslavsky, 2005). The types and degrees of disability that follow a 

stroke depend primarily upon multiple factors including: location and size of brain lesion, 

severity of the lesion, individual degree of spontaneous recovery, and the duration of 

stroke onset (Alexander, 1994; Thirumala, Hier, & Patel, 2002). Residual deficits are 

common after a stroke and might include: sensorimotor, cognitive and visual deficits, all 

of which can independently or in combination result in reduced or impaired UE motor 

performance. 

Motor control impairments of weakness (paresis), loss of volitional movements of 

the weaker or paretic side (opposite to lesion) or inappropriately graded muscle 

activations of the weaker side affect UE motor performance immediately after a stroke 

(Barnes, Dobkin, & Bogousslavsky, 2005). Spasticity/hyperreflexia and changes in the 

mechanical properties of muscles further contribute to impaired UE motor performance, 

developing a few weeks after the initial insult (Sahrmann & Norton, 1977).   
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Motor Recovery Post Stroke and Movement Variability 

Movement patterns exhibited during motor recovery are often stereotypical and 

depict high variability in UE movement parameters when variability is conceptualized 

from the traditional motor control perspective. For instance, high variability was 

observed in UE joint range of motion, movement time, and peak velocity post stroke 

(Cirstea & Levin, 2000). Furthermore, variability of wrist and finger extension force was 

also observed to be greater post stroke as compared to individuals with no neurological 

impairments (Lodha, Naik, Coombes, & Cauraugh, 2010). In this context, greater 

variability indicates greater error of the respective movement parameter (kinematics, 

kinetics or muscle activation) and compromised motor control (Lai, Mayer-Kress, & 

Newell, 2006; Slifkin & Newell, 1999). Hence, conventionally, a major goal of 

rehabilitation interventions is to reduce movement variability, with the intent to 

approximate normal movement (Bobath, 1990). The next section discusses the 

theoretical underpinnings of movement variability.  

Section 2: Theoretical Basis of Movement Variability 

Variability in Movement - Past and Current Perspective 

Movement variability has been a topic of debate in human movement sciences, 

where dichotomous opinions exist. Traditional theories and models of motor control 

consider variability as error whereas contemporary perspective acknowledges the 

functional role of variability in motor development and learning. This section provides an 

overview of both traditional and contemporary view of motor control and learning.   

Traditional view of motor control and learning 

The traditional theories of motor control and learning did not acknowledge the 

functional role of variability in human movement science (Newell & Slikfin, 1998). The 
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traditional perspective of motor control was influenced by the information processing 

theory of communication systems (Shannon & Weaver, 1949). According to the 

information processing theory, a signal is distorted due to addition of the noise during 

transmission such that the observed motor output is a combination of signal and noise. 

Based on this tenet, movement variability associated with neurological disorders such 

as brain injury and stroke is also considered as error. This basic principle of information 

processing theory influenced human movement sciences and led to the development of 

closed and open loop models of motor control (Schmidt & Lee, 2004).  

The closed loop model of motor control views the human information processing in 

a top-down approach, where the executive regions of the body (brain) regulate the 

movement. In particular, the motor system‟s goal acts as input to the reference 

mechanism (Adams, 1971). The reference mechanism then compares this input to the 

information obtained from the environment (feedback) after completion of movement, 

and computes an error, representing the difference between the actual and desired 

states. The error thus, computed then provides information to the executive level 

(brain), where decisions are made about how to reduce the error. Thereafter, the 

executive level provides instructions to the effector level (extremities) and results in 

movement in an environment. Further, the errors associated with the resulting 

movement are again fed into the reference mechanism via feedback obtained from the 

environment. Hence variability in the desired motor output is considered as error and 

further resonates with „noise‟ in the language of information processing. 

However, slow processing via feedback in the closed loop model cannot explain 

rapid movements (Schmidt & Lee, 2004). As a result, rapid and ballistic movements 
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were explained by an open-loop control model or motor program (Keele, 1968). Open 

loop control suggests that, a pre-planned set of instructions, or motor program, exists to 

execute rapid movements without involving feedback during the movement. Feedback 

is only used post-movement to compare intended outcomes with actual outcomes for 

use in programming the subsequent movements. Again, the idea was to decrease 

variance or error. However, this model was criticized for the „novelty‟ and „storage‟ 

problems of motor programs for different movements. Specifically, movement scientists 

argued that the human brain could not produce novel motor programs and further store 

them for multiple movements.  

In an attempt to resolve the issues of „novelty‟ and „storage‟ (Schmidt, 1975) 

proposed the Schema Theory of discrete motor learning. Schema theory proposes a 

generalized motor program (GMP) that is an abstract representation comprising the 

general characteristics for a particular class of actions. The GMP is stored in memory 

and results in a unique pattern of activity whenever the program is executed (Schmidt, 

2003). For instance, Lashley (1942) and Bernstein (1967) asked individuals to write 

„motor equivalence‟ using multiple effectors: dominant hand; non-dominant hand; feet; 

and teeth. Although the writing samples differed in the amount of accuracy, the spatial 

pattern remained similar or invariant across various effectors (Bernstein, 1967). These 

findings suggest that certain parameters of movement remain invariant and are rigidly 

structured in the GMP (Schmidt, 2003). In particular, the order of events, relative timing 

and relative force of movement are believed to be the invariant parameters of GMP 

(Schmidt, 2003). Therefore, based on the invariant characteristics of GMP, variance in 

the motor output is attributed to changes in the parameters of GMP resulting in an 
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erroneous movement. This assumption further strengthens the notion that variability in 

motor output is representative of error.  

 The role of variability has also been criticized in motor learning. Fitts and 

Peterson (1964) also proposed three stages of motor learning. According to this theory, 

motor learning can be viewed as a continuous process with gradual changes in the 

nature of information processing as learning progresses (Davids, Button & Benett, 

2008). In particular, an individual learns novel skill acquisition following three stages of 

motor learning: cognitive stage, associative stage and autonomous stage. During the 

initial cognitive stage, an individual is exposed to simple rules and verbal instructions to 

acquire basic understanding of the novel task. As the individual tries multiple 

configurations to accomplish the task, the individual‟s performance is inconsistent, and 

is characterized with high variability resulting in large errors. Further practice of the task, 

reduces the errors in movement and results in consistent and refined movement 

patterns in the associative stage of motor learning. Lastly, the autonomous stage is 

characterized with extensive practice, further resulting in reduced errors requiring 

minimal mental effort to produce the movement (Schmidt & Lee, 2004). Fitts & 

Peterson‟s (1964) theory of motor learning theory also parallels the GMP where, 

extensive practice and experience results in the refinement of GMP, and reduction in 

errors further results in the development of schema for specific movement (Schmidt, 

2003).  

In general, traditional theories and models of motor control and learning viewed 

variability in movement as error. Additionally, an individual progressed through the 

stages of motor learning by reducing variability (error) in movement. Traditional motor 
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control and learning theories primarily explained the movement of discrete motor tasks 

(Schmidt, & Lee, 2004). Therefore, traditional theories employed linear models in 

understanding variability. Linear models of variability quantify the amount or magnitude 

of variability alone (Newell, et al., 2005). Specifically, these models provide information 

about the amount of error associated with movement. 

Linear measures of variability 

Two commonly employed measures based on linear models are: standard 

deviation, and coefficient of variation (Newell, et al., 2005). Both these measures 

quantify variability with respect to the mean of a sample. These measures are described 

in the following section. 

Variance/standard deviation (SD)  

Variance and SD measure the consistency in the movement outcome (Schmidt & 

Lee, 2004). Further variance is a measure of variability that employs the sum of the 

squared deviations between the individual values and the sample mean divided by the 

appropriate degrees of freedom for the sample (Stergiou, et al., 2004). Variance can be 

computed as: s2 = n i=1(xi – M)2/n-1 where, n is the total number of trials, xi is the value 

of the independent variable at that trial, and M is the mean of the values of the 

independent variable of all the trials. Standard deviation is the square root of variance, 

given by SD = [(s2)]1/2. SD also accounts for the differences between an individual‟s 

score on each trial and his or her own mean score (Stergiou, et al., 2004). Therefore, a 

consistent performance on each trial results in small SD. Very consistent performance 

resulting in the same score in each trial results in zero SD. SD thus is an indicator of the 

error or inconsistency in the movement. SD can also be used to construct the 
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confidence intervals across the mean of an independent variable (Stergiou, et al., 

2004).  

Coefficient of variation (CV) 

CV is defined as the amount of normalized variability relative to the magnitude of 

the mean (Stergiou, et al., 2004). CV is computed as: CV = (SD/M) * 100, where SD is 

the standard deviation and M is the sample mean. CV thus results in a dimensionless 

number, which is useful in the comparison of data sets with different units or different 

means (Stergiou, et al., 2004). For example, movement characteristics of healthy 

controls are considered „normal‟ and any deviations seen with pathology such as stroke 

are random or erroneous. Both SD and CV have been used to study the deviations in 

the patterns of movement in individuals with stroke. For instance, Woodbury, et 

al.(2009) compared individuals with stroke against healthy controls during UE functional 

movements. The SD of multiple kinematic measures of UE kinematics such as: number 

of velocity peaks, shoulder and elbow joint excursions, trunk displacement and index of 

curvature revealed significantly greater amount of variability in individuals with stroke 

than healthy controls. SD and CV of wrist and finger extension force output were also 

observed to be greater in individuals with stroke than healthy controls (Lodha, et al., 

2010). Based upon the principles of traditional motor control theories and linear models, 

the conventional rehabilitation approach in individuals with stroke has been to curtail 

movement variability to approximate „normal‟ movement (Bobath, 1990). However, over 

the past two decades the field of motor control and learning has developed another 

school of thought, which considers movement variability essential to skill acquisition and 

skilled learning (Newell, 1986).  
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Contemporary view of motor control and learning 

During the last decade movement science research based on dynamical systems 

theory (DST) has proposed an alternative perspective to the understanding of motor 

control and learning. DST believes variability as essential and plays a functional role in 

the process of motor learning (Davids, Button & Benett, 2008; Kamm, et al., 1990; 

Scholz, 1990). Unlike the traditional perspective, DST is less dependent upon the 

assumption of sequential skill acquisition related to the hierarchical maturation of neural 

structure. DST views movement systems as complex where movement pattern emerges 

from the dynamics of the interactions among the multiple components of the system 

utilizing inputs from both higher brain centers and the environment (Davids et al., 2008; 

Kelso, 1981, 1984, 1995; Scholz, 1990). Further, following a change in the 

environmental conditions the movement system undergoes a transient state of 

disequilibrium, and ultimately the underlying components of the system may self-

organize into another optimal movement pattern (Haken, Kelso, & Bunz, 1985). For 

example, healthy individuals maintain a stable gait pattern while walking on a non-

slippery surface. In contrast, walking on an icy surface might result in initial loss of 

balance or instability of gait. However, the gait pattern again becomes stable gradually 

after making several adjustments on the icy surface. The initial loss of stability might be 

accompanied by increased variability in the overall gait when variability is 

conceptualized from the traditional motor control perspective. However, variability 

reduces with learning as the overall gait pattern becomes more stable. Thus, a change 

in environmental condition alters the movement variability while transitioning the system 

from one stable state to another state of stability and plays a consequential role in motor 

learning (Bernstein, 1967).  
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Bernstein (1967) also raised an empirical question of how the brain controls multi-

joint movements. Bernstein (1967) introduced the concept of degrees of freedom, which 

are independent parts of the moving body that must be organized to achieve a task 

goal. For instance, driving requires an individual to coordinate both hands and foot to 

steer a car while braking or moving the wheel (Davids, et al., 2008). Specifically, 

Bernstein (1967) stated that the acquisition of coordination could be viewed as “the 

process of mastering redundant degrees of freedom of the moving organ, in other words 

its conversion to a controllable system” (p. 127). Thus, an individual can perform a 

movement utilizing multiple degrees of freedom suggesting the inherent motor 

redundancy in humans (Bernstein, 1967).  

Based upon this contemporary perspective motor learning occurs in three stages 

(Bernstein, 1967). The first stage involves freezing of degrees of freedom. During this 

stage, initial practice of a novel motor task limits the degrees of freedom of the limbs 

while reducing the overall movement variability. The next stage of motor learning is 

associated with releasing and reorganizing degrees of freedom. Specifically, with 

practice, the constraints on the degrees of freedom are reduced, allowing independence 

in movement and higher level of success. The final stage includes exploiting the 

mechanical inertial properties of the limbs. In particular, in this stage the learner takes 

advantage of the intrinsic mechanical inertial properties of the limbs in performing highly 

skilled movements. The third stage is particularly evident in athletes, dancers, jugglers 

and other individuals performing skilled motor tasks (Davids, et al., 2008). The skilled 

movements performed by these individuals demonstrate increased variability in the 

multiple components of the movement while maintaining an optimal level of control at 
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the desired outcome of the movement (Davids, et al., 2008). Vereijken, Van Emmerik, 

Whiting and Newell (1992) demonstrated this phenomenon of change in degrees of 

freedom in seven individuals practicing slalom-like ski movements on a ski apparatus 

for 7 consecutive days. Early practice of the task resulted in reduced angular excursions 

of the hip, knee, ankle and torso. Further, high cross-correlations were also observed 

between the ipsilateral joints of the lower extremities suggesting high intra-limb 

couplings resulting in freezing degrees of freedom. However, during the late stages of 

practice the joint angular excursions of hip, knee, ankle and torso increased 

significantly. In addition, a decrease in the cross-correlation between the ipsilateral 

joints of the lower extremities suggested release of degrees of freedom. This classic 

experiment illustrated the functional role of variability in learning a novel motor task. 

Apart from motor control and behavior, variability is also considered consequential 

in multiple physiological systems of the human body (Glass & Mackey, 1988; 

Goldberger, 1986). For instance, greater variability in the heart and brain waves is 

correlated with a healthy state (Elbert, et al., 1994; Lipsitz & Goldberger, 1992) Greater 

heart rate variability suggests the moment-to-moment fluctuations of our hearts during 

the day (Pool, 1989). These fluctuations are essential to adapt to the diurnal changes in 

heart rate. Similar changes in heart rate are also observed with increase in physical 

activity such as, running or biking. Healthy individuals without any cardiac anomalies 

are able to adapt to the increased physiological demand caused due to the change in 

physical activity. Lipsitz and Goldberger,(1992) observed differences in heart rate 

variability between a young and elderly individual. Specifically, the moment-to-moment 

fluctuations were more evident in the heart wave of a young individual indicating greater 
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heart rate variability. A healthy cardiovascular system demonstrates an optimal level of 

complexity characterized by dynamic, constantly adapting or less regular heart activity 

as measured by the electrocardiogram (Lipsitz & Goldberger, 1992; Pool, 1989). 

Variability in various physiological systems is associated with the complexity of a 

healthy system and is characteristic of an adaptable and flexible system. Variability 

could then be considered to reflect the complexity of the behavioral and physiological 

system.  

Complexity can be quantified using non-linear models. Non-linear models are not 

the determinant of the magnitude of variability and thus, do not consider variability as 

error. Non-linear models measure the structure of variability (Newell, et al., 2005). The 

structure of variability is the temporal organization of a movement pattern where values 

emerge in an orderly manner over a period of time (Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009). While 

linear models provide a discrete measure of error associated with the deviation from the 

mean of the movement (i.e. kinematics, kinetics or EMG) signal, non-linear models 

detect variability at each time point of the entire continuum of the movement signal.  

Understanding complexity of movement 

Stergiou, Harbourne and Cavanaugh (2006) proposed that an optimal variability or 

complexity is associated with a healthy motor system. Optimal complexity is 

characterized by highly complex, yet organized dynamic structure. Optimal complexity 

provides healthy individuals a rich repertoire of motor behaviors and strategies to 

accomplish tasks. For instance: we employ different type of contractions of muscles and 

range of motion to pick an object from a level surface than for overhead reaching of the 

same object. In addition, optimal complexity also imparts adaptability to modify 

movement in the event of perturbations. For instance: we modify our grasp patterns 
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depending upon the size and shape of the objects. Furthermore, while holding a wet 

glass filled with water, our grasp becomes stronger as soon as we realize that the object 

might slip in our hands to prevent a spill. Hence, optimal complexity not only offers 

multiple options for task performance but also provides adaptability in movement.   

A decline or loss of this optimal complexity results in a more rigid or stereotyped 

motor system. A rigid motor system is characterized by regular movement pattern with 

very limited variability. In contrast, an increase beyond optimal complexity results in a 

noisy and unstable system. Complexity at both extremes makes the system less 

adaptable to perturbations (Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009; Stergiou, Harbourne, & 

Cavanaugh, 2006). Aging and disease are associated with a loss of physiological and 

behavioral complexity resulting in maladaptive responses to everyday stresses and 

perturbations (Lipsitz & Goldberger, 1992). For instance, resting tremors observed in 

Parkinsonism exhibit regular or stereotypical pattern and reveal less physiologic 

complexity (van Emmerik, et al., 1993). 

Vailliancourt and Newell (2002) suggested that change (increase/decrease) in 

optimal complexity is task dependent. They postulated that lower complexity is 

considered optimal in rhythmic tasks such as walking. Conversely, greater complexity is 

optimal in fixed-point tasks like reaching. Despite the task, healthy motor behavior is 

marked by optimal complexity, which confers adaptability and thus complexity could be 

referred as, „adaptive variability‟. 

Adaptive variability and stroke 

The loss of complexity hypothesis suggests a decline in optimal complexity as a 

function of aging and pathology (Lipsitz & Goldberger, 1992). According to the loss of 

complexity hypothesis it would then seem intuitive that individuals with stroke might also 
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depict reduced adaptive variability in UE movement. Further, diminished UE adaptive 

variability might limit the adaptive capacity of the motor system to self-organize into 

optimal movement patterns following perturbations post stroke. For instance, individuals 

with stroke might not be able to modify grasp patterns to accommodate a change in size 

and shape of the objects. 

Understanding complexity in UE movements using non-linear tools 

 Advanced mathematical techniques inspired by chaos theory provide non-linear 

measures to examine the complexity in motor behavior. Application of non-linear 

analyses could also be applied to discreet UE movements. Morasso (1981) 

demonstrated that the velocity profile of the hand during reaching is a bell shaped 

curve. (figure 2-1). Figures 2-2 and 2-3 also show the shoulder and elbow joint angles of 

healthy individuals while performing a reach to grasp movement. These examples 

suggest that UE kinematics exhibit non- linear characteristics and underscore the 

appropriate use of non-linear techniques in understanding the complexity in UE 

kinematics.  

 Approximate entropy 

Approximate entropy (ApEn) is one of the non-linear techniques used to quantify 

complexity (Lipsitz & Goldberger, 1992). The most common method employed in the 

computation of ApEn is to identify repeating patterns of length (m) across short lengths 

of the time series of interest (i.e. joint angle). Starting with a vector of length m at point 

pi in the time series the procedure involves counting the number of other vectors at 

other points pj (j ≠ i) in the time series, which have a similar pattern within r times the 

standard deviation of the time series. As a result, Cm(r), a count of the recurrence of 

vectors of length m is obtained. Thereafter, the same procedure is carried out by 
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repeating patterns iteratively evaluating time series segments of length (m), and the 

logarithm of the results is summed. r is a similarity criterion, and provides the limits for 

assessing the nearness of adjacent data points in the time series. Another parameter, 

lag, identifies the number of time skips between points in one of the length m vectors. 

Biomechanical data analysis conventionally utilizes lag = 1, r = 0.2 times the standard 

deviation of the time series, and m = 2 (Slifkin & Newell, 1999). Thereafter, the log of 

this similarity count Cm(r) is normalized by the number of points in the time series. This 

quantity is followed by the recurrence of vectors of length m +1, Cm+1(r), in the entire 

time series. ApEn is thus computed as the natural logarithm of the ratio of Cm(r) and 

Cm+1(r), as follows: 

ApEn (X m.r) = log [C m, (r)/C m+1, (r)]   (2-1) 

In general, a vector of shorter length repeats more often than a longer one within a 

time series, thus the lowest possible ApEn value can be the natural logarithm of 1, 

which is 0, and negative values might not be obtained. In a highly periodic or regular 

time series, values of Cm(r) can be similar to Cm+1(r). Hence, smaller values 

characterize a more regular time series where similar patterns are more likely to follow 

one another suggesting low complexity (adaptive variability). In contrast, high ApEn 

values, suggest a highly irregular time series, where the predictability of subsequent 

patterns is low, suggesting high complexity (adaptive variability). 

Relevance of Theories of Motor Control to Study 1 

Two varying viewpoints exist about movement variability: the traditional linear 

perspective and the contemporary dynamical non-linear perspective. In fact the two 

opposing viewpoints are not conflicting, but actually complementary to each other. 

These two viewpoints actually measure two distinct dimensions of variability. The 
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traditional viewpoint primarily quantifies the amount of error associated with the 

movement or magnitude of variability (Newell et al., 2005). The contemporary viewpoint, 

on the other hand, measures the structure of variability. The structure of variability 

reveals the temporal organization of a movement pattern where values emerge in an 

orderly manner over a period of time (Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009). Further structure of 

variability reveals the inherent complexity of the system components and their functional 

interactions (Vaillancourt & Newell, 2002). Movements after central nervous system 

damage or dysfunction, for instance in movement disorders such as tardive dyskinesia, 

show decreased complexity (van Emmerik, et al., 1993; Vanemmerik, Sprague, & 

Newell, 1993). While the magnitude of variability in UE kinematics post stroke has been 

studied (Cirstea & Levin, 2000; Woodbury, et al., 2009) complexity has not been 

explored. Because from a contemporary perspective measures of variability offer 

windows into the functionality of the motor control system, a complete understanding of 

the impact of stroke on variability and complexity and its relationship to UE function may 

serve to foster development of better interventions for the damaged motor system. 

Study One of this dissertation aimed to examine whether the complexity or adaptive 

variability as measured by ApEn in shoulder, elbow, wrist and proximal interphalangeal 

(flexion/extension) joint angles was decreased post stroke. Further, the relationship 

between adaptive variability and UE motor performance was also explored. The 

knowledge gained from this study would provide information about the adaptive capacity 

of UE post stroke. 

Section 3: Measures to Enhance UE Adaptive Variability Post Stroke 

After exploring the deficits in UE adaptive variability post stroke, the next logical 

step is to identify variables to augment this adaptive capacity. Decreased UE adaptive 
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variability might result in stereotypical movement patterns post stroke. According to 

Dynamical systems theory (DST), these stereotypical patterns could be referred as 

„attractor or stable states‟ (Kamm, et al., 1990). Consistent with the notion of attractor 

states, individuals with stroke fall into a stereotyped pattern easily and return to that 

pattern even when perturbed or interrupted (Kamm, et al., 1990). Utilizing the principles 

of DST, UE adaptive variability might be enhanced by changing certain task constraints, 

known as control parameters (Newell, 1986). Task constraints or control parameters are 

variables that might be highly specific, such as myelination, particular muscle strength, 

movement speed or nonspecific, such as emotional or motivational aspects. Changing 

the appropriate task constraints might transition the stable or stereotypical movement 

patterns with low adaptive variability to more variable and adaptable ones. Movement 

speed has been shown to drive the system from one stable state (or movement pattern) 

to another in both bimanual reaching and walking (Diedrich & Warren, 1995; Kelso, 

1984). In addition, reaching with rhythmic cues also showed immediate improvement in 

movement composition and UE kinematics post stroke (Thaut, Kenyon, Hurt, McIntosh, 

& Hoemberg, 2002). However, the immediate effects of movement speed and auditory 

rhythmic cuing as a mechanism to enhance the adaptive variability of UE post stroke 

have not been studied. Therefore, Study Two of this dissertation aimed to investigate 

whether the adaptive variability of UE, as measured by ApEn, was enhanced 

immediately when reaching naturally at a faster than normal speed and/or to auditory 

rhythmic cues in individuals with stroke. 

Section 4: Effect of Intervention upon UE Adaptive Variability Post Stroke 

Low UE adaptive variability might affect the functional use of the UE because an 

optimal amount of adaptive variability provides individuals with an abundant repertoire 
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of movement strategies to adapt movement patterns and successfully meet the 

demands of everyday changing tasks. Stergiou, Harbourne and Cavanaugh (2006) 

indicated that one of the goals of neurological rehabilitation should be to facilitate the 

adaptive variability. Among the common repertoire of UE rehabilitation interventions 

post stroke, Constraint Induced Movement Therapy (CIMT) has been studied most 

widely (Langhorne, Coupar, & Pollock, 2009). CIMT is a combination of various 

intervention principles aimed to enhance the use of the more-affected UE in individuals 

post stroke. Systematic reviews suggest the highest level of evidence of CIMT in UE 

stroke rehabilitation (Bonaiuti, Rebasti, & Sioli, 2007; Langhorne, et al., 2009). A few 

studies have also shown kinematic changes post CIMT (Caimmi, et al., 2008; Wu, Lin, 

Chen, Chen, & Hong, 2007). For instance, (Wu, et al., 2007) demonstrated positive 

changes for UE kinematic characteristics in individuals with stroke post CIMT. 

Specifically, post CIMT, participants showed significant improvements in reaction time 

and produced smoother and straighter movement trajectories with the more affected UE 

as compared to those who received conventional therapy. Caimmi, et al., (2008) also 

observed favorable changes in affected UE kinematics in individuals with stroke post 

CIMT. However, the effect of intense functional task practice based upon, CIMT on UE 

adaptive variability using ApEn has not been studied. Therefore the third study of this 

dissertation examined the effect of CIMT upon UE adaptive variability post stroke.  
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Figure 2-1. Bell shaped reaching curve 

 

 

Figure 2-2. Shoulder flexion/extension angle during reach to grasp movement 
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Figure 2-3. Elbow flexion/extension angle during reach to grasp movement 
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CHAPTER 3 
IS REACHING POST STROKE MORE OR LESS VARIABLE?: IT DEPENDS ON HOW 

ONE DEFINES VARIABILITY 

Background 

Stroke is a leading cause of disability in United States, with over 795,000 

individuals affected by stroke every year (American, Heart Association, 2010). Up to 

85% of individuals with stroke exhibit hemiparesis, resulting in upper extremity (UE) 

impairments immediately post stroke (Olsen, 1990). Despite rehabilitation, residual UE 

impairments still exist (Duncan, et al., 2000; Nakayama, et al., 1994). A more thorough 

understanding of the post stroke motor system and the associated impairments is 

needed to develop more effective treatments that will maximize motor ability post stroke 

and enhance functional independence.  

Among the umbrella of motor impairments, individuals with post-stroke 

hemiparesis often exhibit atypical movement patterns. The resulting movements exhibit 

high variability in several movement parameters, such as UE joint range of motion, 

movement time, and peak velocity, when variability is conceptualized from the 

traditional motor control perspective (Cirstea & Levin, 2000). Movement variability under 

these traditional motor control theories is considered as undesirable noise in the motor 

output (Stergiou, et al., 2004), and therefore error. Hence, conventionally, a major goal 

of rehabilitation interventions is to facilitate recovery of the motor system and, therefore, 

reduce movement variability, with intent to approximate normal movement (Bobath, 

1990).  

In contrast, contemporary motor control theories, such as dynamical systems 

theory (DST), consider movement variability as a positive characteristic of a healthy 

motor system and plays an integral role in motor learning (Kamm, et al., 1990). For 
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instance, Vereijken and colleagues (1992) demonstrated that during the early stage of 

practicing of a novel task, such as performing slalom-like movements on a ski simulator, 

the variability of extremity joint angles is reduced (Vereijken, Vanemmerik, Whiting, & 

Newell, 1992). However, after many hours of practice the variability of joint angles 

increased, allowing independence in movement across joints and higher levels of 

success. DST purports that greater variability provides individuals with repertoire of 

movement strategies to accomplish a task (Newell, et al., 2005). Greater variability 

allows movement to be adaptable such that individuals have the ability to tolerate 

perturbations and adjust movement patterns and successfully meet the demands of 

everyday changing tasks. For example, reaching for a soda  can on a level surface 

would employ different movement strategies than overhead reaching for the same task. 

Hence, understanding movement variability might be a mechanism to better 

comprehend the motor system.  

Stroke impairs the ability to perform such fluid and adaptable UE movements and 

tends to be characterized by stereotypical patterns (Cirstea & Levin, 2000). From the 

DST perspective, one would hypothesize that post-stroke movement patterns have low 

variability. If true, it would then seem intuitive that a goal for therapy should be to 

increase movement variability in individuals with stroke to enhance UE motor control 

and function.  

Although it seems as if two contrasting viewpoints exist about movement 

variability, the two opposing viewpoints are, in fact, not conflicting, but actually 

complementary to each other. These two viewpoints actually measure two distinct 

dimensions of variability. The traditional viewpoint primarily explains the movement of 
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discrete motor tasks (Schmidt & Lee, 2004) and employs linear analyses in 

understanding variability. It also quantifies the amount of error associated with the 

movement or magnitude of variability (Newell et al. 2005). Specifically, variability is 

measured by computing the standard deviation (SD) or coefficient of variation (CV) of 

the movement variable, which is calculated around the mean of the entire range of 

values of that variable (Newell, 1976). Several studies indicate that UE biomechanical 

movement parameters such as, UE joint range of motion, movement time, and peak 

velocity post-stroke demonstrate greater magnitude of variability as compared to 

healthy controls (Cirstea & Levin, 2000; Woodbury, et al., 2009). 

On the other hand, the contemporary viewpoint, characterizes the structure of 

variability. Structure of variability is the temporal organization of a movement pattern 

where values emerge in an orderly manner over a period of time (Harbourne & Stergiou, 

2009). Structure of variability utilizes the entire range of values of a movement 

parameter as opposed to magnitude. For instance, structure of variability could be 

measured by examining the shoulder joint angle over several trials  and is thus different 

than SD and/or CV, which only measure the deviation from the mean of trials. Further 

structure of variability reveals the inherent complexity of the system components and 

their functional interactions (Vaillancourt & Newell, 2002). For example: the force output 

of a hand muscle might depend upon several variables: number of motor units recruited, 

gripping surface, level of motivation, etc. As a result, force production is dependent 

upon the complex interplay of these components, Approximate entropy (ApEn) has 

been commonly utilized to quantify complexity inherent in the motor system (Sosnoff & 

Newell, 2006a). The information gained from analysis of ApEn of shoulder joint angle 
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could possibly indicate the ability of shoulder joint to effectively adapt during movement. 

Hence, ApEn could be utilized to quantify the complexity of movements occurring at a 

particular joint and give a window into the health of the motor system.  

Complexity can be a periodic or stable, a chaotic, or a completely random state 

(Stergiou, Harbourne & Cavanaugh, 2006). The periodic or stable state is characterized 

by a completely regular pattern across cycles, exhibiting no variation from this pattern. 

The periodic or stable state has zero ApEn indicating low complexity (Harbourne & 

Stergiou, 2009). The random state is characterized by dissimilar patterns across cycles 

where the paths are not dependent on each other. This state exhibits relatively greater 

ApEn suggesting high complexity(Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009). The chaotic state is 

characterized by a complex, yet organized pattern, with similar paths for each cycle, but 

not repeating the same path. ApEn values of this signal lies in between the stable and 

random state suggesting optimal complexity(Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009). 

 Moderate complexity in many biological systems reflects normal healthy function. 

For instance, greater complexity in the heart and brain waves is correlated with a 

healthy state (Elbert et al., 1994). An optimal complexity in movement is essential to 

perform daily function. Harbourne and Stergiou (2009) describe chaos as the 

representation of healthy and functional movement patterns.  

 Movements after central nervous system damage or dysfunction, for instance in 

movement disorders such as tardive dyskinesia, show decreased complexity (van 

Emmerik, et al., 1993). While there has been some investigation into the complexity 

during walking in the elderly (Kurz & Stergiou, 2003) and infants with developmental 

delay (Deffeyes, Harbourne, DeJong, et al., 2009; Deffeyes, Harbourne, Kyvelidou, 
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Stuberg, & Stergiou, 2009), complexity as measured by ApEn has not been explored in 

UE movements post stroke.  

Reach to grasp is one of the primary movements performed by the UEs and is 

often limited after stroke (Woodbury, et al., 2009). Therefore, the primary aim of this 

study was to compare the magnitude of variability and complexity in shoulder, elbow, 

wrist and proximal interphalangeal (PIP of index finger) flexion/extension joint angles 

during reach-to-grasp movements between healthy individuals and individuals with 

stroke. We hypothesized that the magnitude of variability of shoulder, elbow, wrist and 

PIP joint of index finger (flexion/extension) angles as measured by SD would be 

significantly greater post stroke as compared to healthy controls. We also hypothesized 

that the complexity of shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP joint of index finger 

(flexion/extension) joint angles as measured by ApEn would be significantly greater in 

healthy controls than in individuals with stroke. 

The secondary aim of this study was to identify the clinical and traditional 

kinematic correlates of complexity. We hypothesized that shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP 

joint of index finger ApEn would exhibit significant correlations with Fugl-Meyer UE 

subscale (FM_UE) (Fuglmeyer, Jaasko, Leyman, Olsson, & Steglind, 1975) as well as 

with conventional measures of UE kinematics. The knowledge gained regarding the 

nature of the motor impairment might be beneficial in designing better UE interventions 

to enhance adaptability post stroke. 

Methods 

Participants 

The participants were 16 individuals with chronic stroke that were recruited from a 

larger randomized controlled clinical trial of Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy 
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(CIMT). The protocol of this study was approved by the University of Florida Institutional 

Review Board and North Florida/South Georgia Veteran Health Systems Research and 

Development Committee. Participants were included if they: (1) were between the ages 

of 18-90 years of age; (2) had a single ischemic stroke at least 6 months prior; (3) were 

able to follow two-step commands; (4) had no history of more than minor head trauma, 

subarachnoid hemorrhage, dementia or other neural disorder/dysfunction, drug or 

alcohol abuse, schizophrenia, serious medical illness, or refractory depression. Table 3-

1 provides the demographic details and the FM_UE scores of the participants with 

stroke. In addition, 9 healthy age-matched (within 10 years) controls that were 

neurologically and orthopedically intact were also recruited for the study. Table 3-2 

provides the demographic details of the healthy participants. 

Procedures: Set Up and Instrumentation 

Upper extremity (UE) kinematic analysis of reach to grasp 

Participants grasped a soda  can (56 mm in diameter; 208 mm circumference) first 

with the non-paretic UE and then with the paretic UE at the Human Motor Performance 

Laboratory in the Brain Rehabilitation Research Center at the Veteran Affairs Medical 

Center, Gainesville, Florida. Grasping a soda can was chosen because it closely 

approximates the natural and functional use of UE in daily activities. Sixty-seven 

reflective markers were secured to the various landmarks of the upper body as seen in 

figure 3-1. Marker placements were determined using a marker set described by the 

Plug- In-UE marker set defined by our laboratory. Participants wore dark colored 

sleeveless shirts and, after placement of the markers, were seated on an adjustable, 

backless bench with knees bent at 90 flexion and feet flat on the floor, hands palm 

down on the table in front of them and supported in 90 of elbow flexion by arm rests 
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flush with the table. This position was the starting position for all the trials. A filled soda  

can was placed at 80% arm‟s length (as measured by the distance from acromion 

process to the tip of the middle finger) on a table directly in front of the respective 

shoulder of the participant. This distance has been referred to as the “critical boundary” 

(Mark, et al., 1997). Healthy individuals use UE joints alone to reach for objects within 

this workspace; to obtain objects beyond this boundary; they might involve the trunk by 

leaning forward. Participants reached for the can, lifted it off the table, and put it back 

down as fast as they could and returned to the starting position. Participants performed 

four trials with the first serving as a practice trial. Each trial was cued with a “go” 

command. Participants performed discrete trials because majority of the functional tasks 

performed utilizing UE‟s are discrete in nature. Kinematics of reaching was recorded 

using a 12-camera VICON motion capture system (Vicon 612, Oxford Metrics, Oxford, 

UK) at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. A preliminary frequency analysis of the reach to 

point data across all the conditions indicated that the range of signal frequencies that 

contain 99.99% of the overall signal power is between 1 and 10 Hz. Therefore, the 

sampling frequency was set at 100 Hz in order to be at or above a factor of ten higher 

than the highest frequency that might contain relevant signal. Midway through the study, 

the motion capture software was changed from Vicon Workstation to Vicon Nexus 1.3 

(Oxford, UK). This system allowed for higher efficiency, better resolution and data within 

this system were sampled at 200 Hz. All controls and 11 individuals with stroke 

underwent testing using Vicon Workstation. The remaining five individuals with stroke 

were tested using Vicon Nexus. Hence, the data collected using VICON Nexus was 

down sampled from 200 to 100Hz for equivalent comparisons. 
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Data processing 

Data analysis was performed on the last three trials. The data were the 3-D 

positional coordinates of each marker with respect to a laboratory coordinate system 

throughout the movement series. The data were then manually labeled, and 

reconstructed. We analyzed the unfiltered data in order to retain the inherent complexity 

of the kinematic data (Rapp, Albano, Schmah, & Farwell, 1993). The entire movement 

cycle was analyzed. The start of reach was identified as the time point at which the 

velocity of the index finger marker exceeded 5% peak velocity and the termination of 

reach as the time point at which velocity of this marker fell below 5% peak velocity. One 

degree of freedom in the sagittal plane (flexion/extension) was used to determine 

shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP joint angle of index finger. The kinematic data were then 

modeled using SIMM (4.2, Santa Rosa, CA), which provided the shoulder, elbow, wrist 

and PIP (index finger) joints of angles.  

Kinematic variables 

Four primary kinematic variables were computed: peak velocity (PV), time to peak 

velocity (PVT), trunk displacement (TD) and total movement time (TMT). PV was the 

highest velocity during the reach, typically occurring at the beginning of the deceleration 

phase when approaching the target. PVT was calculated from the point of movement 

onset to peak velocity. TMT was defined as the time from start till end of movement. TD 

was computed as the total displacement of the trunk in the X, Y and Z positions from 

start to touch. All the kinematic variables were calculated using customized MATLAB 

scripts. 
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Standard deviation 

To measure magnitude of variability, SDs of three trials of the shoulder, elbow, 

wrist and PIP (index finger) joint angles were also computed. 

Surrogate analysis  

A surrogation procedure was applied prior to computing ApEn utilizing Theiler et 

al.‟s (1992) algorithm to verify whether the kinematic data were deterministic (non-

random) in nature and not a source of noise. Theiler et al.‟s (1992) algorithm utilizes a 

phase randomization technique which removes the deterministic structure from the 

original shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joint angle time series creating 20 

surrogate time series of each trial with the same mean, variance, and power spectrum 

as the original time series. ApEn was then computed on the original as well as each of 

the 20 surrogate time series. Significant differences in ApEn between the original and 

19 out of 20 surrogate time series would confirm the deterministic nature of the original 

data. 

Approximate entropy 

After verifying that the kinematic data was not random, ApEn was obtained using 

the using MATLAB code (R2009a, Natick, MA) developed by Kaplan and Staffin (1996) 

utilizing the algorithm provided by (Pincus, Gladstone, & Ehrenkranz, 1991). ApEn is a 

measure of complexity and determines the randomness in a time series. Shoulder, 

elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) flexion/extension angle time series of all three trials 

were utilized for analysis of ApEn. Each joint angle time series was analyzed from the 

start of the reach through the entire length of the respective time series including the 

pauses between the three trials. This procedure is not the same as computing ApEn on 

three individual trials of reach to grasp separately. In fact, the pauses between the three 
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trials were evaluated as part of the temporal structure of the entire time series. Such an 

approach was adopted because ApEn is effectively a probability measure, which 

identifies whether small patterns of the time series repeat later in the entire time series. 

These small patterns might not be repeated in a single trial of reach to grasp movement. 

This rationale justifies our approach to evaluate the temporal structure of the entire joint 

angle time series across all trials. Hence, four time series were obtained: one for each 

of the shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joint angles. The most common 

method employed in the computation of ApEn is to identify repeating short patterns of 

length m across the entire shoulder joint angle time series. Starting with a vector of 

length m at point pi in the shoulder joint angle time series, the procedure involved 

counting the number of other vectors at other points pj (j =   i) in the same time series 

which have a similar pattern within r times the standard deviation of the shoulder joint 

angle time series. As a result, Cm(r), a count of the recurrence of vectors of length m 

was obtained. This same procedure was then repeated for all vectors of length m in the 

shoulder angle time series, and summing the logarithm of the results. r is a similarity 

criterion, and provides the limits for assessing the nearness of  adjacent data points in 

the shoulder joint angle time series. Another parameter, lag, identified the number of 

time steps between points in one of the length m vectors. Biomechanical data analysis 

conventionally utilizes r = 0.2 times the standard deviation of the time series, lag =1 and 

m = 2 (Slifkin & Newell, 1999). Thereafter, the log of this similarity count Cm(r), was 

normalized by the number of points in the shoulder angle time series. The recurrence of 

vectors of length m + 1 in the entire shoulder joint angle time series was then obtained 
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[Cm+1(r)]. ApEn of shoulder angle was thus computed as the natural logarithm of the 

ratio of Cm(r) and Cm+1(r), as follows: 

ApEn (X m.r) = log [C m, (r)/C m+1, (r)]   (3-1) 

ApEn of elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joint angles was also computed in the 

same manner. Because the length of the data could affect ApEn values, we normalized 

the ApEn values of shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) of each participant to 

their data length and then multiplied the ratio with a constant equal to 100.  

 A more detailed description of the computation of ApEn can be reviewed in the 

Appendix of Slifkin and Newell (1999). In general, a vector of shorter length repeats 

more often than a longer one within a time series, thus the lowest possible ApEn value 

can be the natural logarithm of 1, which is 0, and negative values cannot be obtained. 

ApEn values range from 0 to 2. In a highly periodic or regular time series, values of 

Cm(r) can be similar to Cm+1(r) producing ApEn = 0. Hence, smaller values 

characterize a more regular time series where similar patterns are more likely to follow 

one another. In contrast, high ApEn values, suggest a highly irregular time series, 

where the predictability of subsequent patterns is low and ApEn could be close to 2 

(Stergiou et al. 2004).  

 Apart from computing ApEn at various UE joints, we also computed the 

percentage contribution of each joint to the total ApEn of UE. Total ApEn was computed 

by adding the shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) ApEn‟s of each participant. 

Thereafter the percentage contribution of shoulder joint was obtained by multiplying the 

ratio of shoulder ApEn to total ApEn by 100. Similarly, the percentage contribution of 

elbow joint was computed by multiplying the ratio of elbow ApEn to total ApEn by 100. 
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The percentage contribution of wrist joint was obtained by multiplying the ratio of wrist 

ApEn to total ApEn by 100. And finally, the percentage contribution of PIP joint was 

calculated by multiplying the ratio of PIP (index finger) ApEn to total ApEn by 100. Such 

analyses would reveal the distribution of ApEn across the several UE joints.   

Statistical Analysis 

Dependent one-tailed t-tests were conducted to compare ApEn shoulder, elbow, 

wrist and PIP (index finger) values between the original and surrogate time series using 

SPSS (17.0, Chicago, IL). For the remaining analyses non-parametric analyses were 

employed due to the violation of assumptions of normality using SPSS (17.0, Chicago, 

IL). The first aim of the study was to investigate the differences in SD and ApEn 

shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) between individuals with stroke and 

healthy controls. For the first aim data were analyzed utilizing the Mann-Whitney U test. 

Data were analyzed at p < 0.05, with Holm‟s step down correction procedure. Holm‟s 

step down procedure involves sorting the significance values obtained for each 

hypothesis (here each joint) in ascending order. Consequently, the hypothesis with the 

lowest significance value was evaluated at p = 0.012 (0.05/4). If the previous hypothesis 

was significant then the next hypothesis was evaluated at p = 0.016 (0.05/3). Similarly, 

the next hypothesis was evaluated at p = 0.025 (0.05/2) and the last at p = 0.05. The 

analysis was not continued further if any hypothesis was rejected. 

 Further, the percentage contribution of shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index 

finger) joint ApEn to the total ApEn of UE was also compared between individuals with 

stroke and healthy controls. This was achieved by utilizing the Mann-Whitney U test. 

The results were analyzed at p < 0.05, with Holm‟s step down correction procedure as 

described above. 
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 The second aim of the study dealt with identifying clinical and kinematic 

correlates of ApEn. This was achieved by performing multiple Spearman rank order 

correlation analyses between ApEn shoulder and FM_UE and each of the kinematic 

variables (MT, PV, PVT, and TD). Similarly, multiple correlation analyses were 

performed between ApEn elbow and the kinematic variables, and the FM_UE. Multiple 

correlation analyses were also performed between ApEn wrist and the kinematic 

variables, and the FM_UE. Lastly, ApEn PIP was also correlated with FM_UE and each 

of the kinematic variables. This was a preliminary study to explore the relationship 

between ApEn of UE joints and FM_UE and UE kinematic variables post stroke. Hence 

we did not correct for multiple correlation analyses. 

Results 

Dependent one-tailed t-tests revealed significantly greater shoulder, elbow, wrist 

and PIP (index finger) joint ApEn in surrogate time series for both controls (p<0.05) and 

stroke (p<0.05) groups. These results suggested that original shoulder, elbow, wrist and 

PIP (index finger) joint angle time series were deterministic and not derived randomly. 

The Mann Whitney U test revealed greater SD for shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index 

finger) angles for individuals with stroke than for healthy controls. However, these 

differences were not statistically significant (p> 0.012) (Figure 3-2). In contrast, ApEn 

PIP (index finger) was significantly greater for controls (Mdn = .66) than for individuals 

with stroke (Mdn = .06), U = 0, p < .012, r = -.81(Figure 3-3). Similarly, ApEn shoulder 

was also significantly greater for controls (Mdn = .14) as compared to individuals with 

stroke (Mdn = .03), U = 0, p < .016, r = -.81 (Figure 3-3). Likewise, ApEn elbow was  

significantly greater for controls (Mdn = .16) than for individuals with stroke (Mdn = .05), 

U = 3, p < .025 r = -.78 (Figure 3-3). Finally, ApEn wrist was also significantly greater for 
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controls (Mdn = .24) than for individuals with stroke (Mdn = .08), U = 9, p < .05, r = -.71 

(Figure 3-3).  

Further, Mann Whitney U test revealed that the percent contribution of ApEn PIP 

(index finger) joint to total ApEn was significantly greater for controls (Mdn = 52.34) than 

for individuals with stroke (Mdn = 29.41), U = 20, p < .012 r = -.59 (Figure 3-4). 

Specifically, ApEn of PIP joint of index finger contributed approximately 52% to total 

ApEn in healthy controls whereas; PIP joint only contributed 29% to total ApEn for 

individuals with stroke. In contrast, individuals with stroke (Mdn = 21.32) demonstrated 

significantly greater percent contribution of ApEn elbow joint to total ApEn than controls 

(Mdn = 13.80), U = 19, p < .016, r = -.60 (Figure 3-4). In particular, ApEn of elbow joint 

contributed approximately 21% to total ApEn for individuals with stroke whereas; elbow 

joint only contributed 14% to total ApEn for healthy controls. Similarly, percent 

contribution of ApEn wrist joint to total ApEn was significantly greater post stroke (Mdn = 

34) as compared to controls (Mdn = 21.19), U = 29, p < .025, r = -.49 (Figure 3-4). 

Specifically, ApEn of wrist joint contributed approximately34% to total ApEn for 

individuals with stroke whereas; wrist joint only contributed 21% to total ApEn for 

healthy controls. However, the difference in percent contribution of ApEn shoulder joint 

to total ApEn was not significant between controls (Mdn = 12.67) and individuals with 

stroke (Mdn = 15.34), U = 67, ns r = -.06 (Figure 3-4). 

Table 3-3 shows the means and standard deviations of PV, TD, PVT and TMT. 

ApEn shoulder correlated significantly with FM_UE, PV, TMT and PVT (p< 0.05) but not 

with TD (p> 0.05) (Table 3-4). Further, significant Spearman correlations were observed 

between ApEn elbow and TMT and PVT (p< 0.05) and not with FM_UE, PV and TD (p> 
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0.05) (Table 3-4). ApEn wrist only significantly correlated with TMT (p<0.05) but not with 

FM_UE, PV, TD and PVT (p>0.05) (Table 3-4). ApEn PIP (index finger) did not 

significantly correlate with FM_UE, PV, TD, PVT and TMT (p>0.05) (Table 3-4). Figure 

3-5 depict the scatter plots of the correlation between ApEn shoulder and FM_UE, ApEn 

shoulder and PV, ApEn shoulder and TMT, and ApEn shoulder and PVT. Figures 3-6, 

3-7, and 3-8 depict the scatter plots of the correlation between ApEn elbow and PVT, 

ApEn elbow and TMT and ApEn wrist and TMT respectively. 

Discussion 

The primary purpose of the study was to compare the differences between the 

magnitude of variability and complexity between individuals with stroke and healthy 

controls. We employed SD of the shoulder, elbow wrist and PIP (index finger) joint 

angles to measure the magnitude of variability and ApEn of the same joint angles to 

quantify the complexity. In our study we observed that, although not statistically 

significant, the magnitude of variability (as measured by SD) was greater in individuals 

with stroke across all joints as compared to healthy controls. This finding is consistent 

with the traditional motor control and learning literature, where variability is considered 

to be erroneous (Reisman & Scholz, 2006). Individuals living with hemiparesis following 

stroke demonstrate deficits in motor control, visible as deviations in the kinematics of 

reach-to-grasp. Similarly, Woodbury et al. (2009) demonstrated that the SDs of shoulder 

and elbow joint excursions were greater for individuals with stroke than for healthy 

controls. Similarly Cirstea and Levin (2000) observed greater SDs of various UE 

kinematic parameters such as movement time, end point and trunk tangential velocity 

utilizing a reach to point task paradigm post stroke. Thus, our findings are consistent 

with the literature.  
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In contrast, complexity across all joints as measured by ApEn was significantly 

greater for healthy controls as compared to individuals with stroke. Interestingly, further 

analysis revealed that complexity was significantly greater in the PIP joint of the index 

finger than in the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints in healthy controls. This unique finding 

might imply that healthy controls made fewer adjustments with the proximal joints 

(especially shoulder) suggesting that shoulder was primarily utilized for stabilization of 

the arm during the reach to grasp task. On the other hand, the PIP joint of the index 

finger might have produced greater adjustments essential in manipulating the grasp 

around the can during the reach to grasp task. These findings are consistent with the 

current literature, which support the versatile nature of hand (Lemon, 1993; Tallis, 

2003). The advanced ability of the hand to grasp and manipulate objects of various 

sizes, shapes and textures is one of the key features of the human motor system 

(Begliomini, Nelini, Caria, Grodd, & Castiello, 2008). In fact, there is ample evidence 

supporting that the kinematics of end-effector (i.e. hand) is the primary variable 

controlled during movement (Todorov, Shadmehr, & Bizzi, 1997). For instance, 

kinematics characteristics (trajectory of hand path and bell shaped velocity profile) of 

simple reaching movements are retained despite changes in visual feedback (Thach, 

Goodkin, & Keating, 1992; Wolpert, Ghahramani, & Jordan, 1995) and dynamics of the 

environment (Lacquaniti, Soechting, & Terzuolo, 1986; Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 

1994). These studies indicate that central nervous system utilizes the kinematics of end-

effector to plan and execute the movement (Winstein, Wing, & Whitall, 2003).    

Greater complexity across all UE joints imparts adaptability in the motor system to 

adapt to common stresses encountered in daily life (Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009). From 
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a motor control perspective, optimal complexity allows an individual to explore the 

redundant degrees of freedom of the motor system. For instance, a healthy individual 

would be able to effectively reach and grasp objects of different sizes placed at varying 

locations. In contrast, less complexity suggests that the system is more rigid, (less 

flexible) as evident in individuals with stroke (Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009; Scholz, 

1990). Several changes associated with stroke, such as, spasticity, decreased range of 

motion (Cirstea & Levin, 2000), difficulty dealing with interaction torques produced by 

muscle contractions, and abnormal motor recruitment patterns (Dewald, Pope, Given, 

Buchanan, & Rymer, 1995), could possibly reduce the ability of the motor system to 

effectively adapt to the environment. For instance, individuals living with hemiparesis 

following stroke often demonstrate stereotypical movement patterns limiting their 

repertoire of behaviors (Cirstea & Levin, 2000; Michaelsen, Jacobs, Roby-Brami, & 

Levin, 2004). This could possibly explain a decline in shoulder, elbow and wrist joints in 

individuals with stroke as compared to healthy adults. Further, individuals with stroke 

also exhibited significant reduction in ApEn of PIP joint of index finger. These findings 

are consistent with other studies demonstrating slow and less accurate finger and hand 

movements; poor modulation of fingertip forces and decreased ability to move fingers 

individually (Cruz, Waldinger, & Kamper, 2005; Grichting, Hediger, Kaluzny, & 

Wiesendanger, 2000; Hermsdorfer, Hagl, Nowak, & Marquardt, 2003; Lang & Schieber, 

2003). Significant reduction in ApEn of PIP joint of index finger could possibly be 

explained by the fact that the motor neuron pools of distal UE segments are primarily 

innervated by the corticospinal tract which is frequently compromised in stroke 

(Colebatch & Gandevia, 1989).  
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Additionally, the percent contribution of ApEn PIP (index finger) joint to total ApEn 

was significantly greater for controls than individuals with stroke. In contrast, individuals 

with stroke demonstrated significantly greater percent contribution of ApEn wrist and 

elbow joints to total ApEn than controls. This finding suggests that individuals with 

stroke possibly made significantly greater adjustments with wrist and elbow and 

significantly fewer adjustments with the PIP joint of the index finger than controls during 

the reach to grasp task. Such findings imply that individuals with stroke potentially 

utilized an alternative compensatory strategy to accomplish the reach to grasp task. 

Compensatory strategies during grasping post stroke have been reported in the 

literature. For instance, Raghavan, Santello, Gordon and Krakauer (2010) observed 

increased flexion at the metacarpophalangeal joint than PIP joint of the fingers while 

grasping concave and convex shaped objects post stroke.  

Greater complexity at joints other than PIP might be an alternative strategy to 

explore movement redundancy in the more affected UE to accomplish the task goal. 

Understanding the phenomenon of movement redundancy i.e. how multiple effectors 

coordinate to produce a goal directed movement still remains a challenge to motor 

control researchers (Diedrichsen, Shadmehr, & Ivry, 2009). In particular, the problem of 

motor coordination deals with how work is distributed across multiple effectors 

(muscles, joints) when multiple options exist to perform a task, commonly referred to as 

the degrees of freedom problem (Bernstein, 1967). Optimal control theory suggests that 

an optimization process for the tasks might be a potential solution to the degree of 

freedom problem of motor control (Diedrichsen, et al., 2009). Optimal control theory 

proposes that selection of effectors for a particular task is the consequence of an 
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optimization process based upon the cost function of the goal and effort required to 

accomplish the goal. Based upon this theory, one could then propose that stroke might 

change the cost function. For individuals who have moderate UE deficits post-stroke, 

such as our participants who had some ability to voluntarily extend the fingers, 

manipulating the PIP joint of index finger around the can could potentially require too 

much effort; the compensation strategy involving the wrist and elbow joints might result 

in reoptimization on the basis of a new cost function. In other words, individuals with 

stroke might have utilized the wrist and elbow joints while exploiting the redundancy in 

order to accomplish the task goal through redistribution of work across effectors. In fact, 

using the wrist, in particular, may have made it easier to open and close the fingers due 

to the biomechanical properties of the long flexors (flexor digitorum superficialis), which 

cross both the wrist, and fingers. 

Decrement in complexity is not only associated with pathology like stroke, but also 

in older adults. For example: Sosnoff and Newell, (2006b) observed that older adults 

demonstrate reduced ApEn of finger isometric force production. Thus, a decline in 

complexity could be characteristic of aging and pathology such as stroke, which limits 

the ability of the motor system to effectively adapt to the changes in the environment.  

A second purpose of the study was to investigate the clinical correlates of 

complexity of shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joint angles. This objective 

was achieved by correlating ApEn shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) with 

FM_UE and other UE conventional kinematic measures. ApEn shoulder demonstrated a 

significant positive correlation with FM_UE and PV. These findings indicate that 

participants with stroke with greater FM_UE scores (or less motor impairment) or 
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greater PV might exhibit greater complexity at the shoulder joint. Further, a significant 

negative correlation was observed between ApEn shoulder and PVT and ApEn elbow 

and PVT suggesting that participants with stroke with greater complexity at shoulder 

and elbow joints attained peak velocity faster as compared to individuals with less 

shoulder and elbow ApEn. Significant negative correlations were also observed 

between ApEn shoulder, elbow and wrist with TMT, indicating that participants with 

stroke with greater complexity at shoulder, elbow and wrist joints required less time to 

accomplish the reach-grasp movement. One must not make causal inferences from 

correlational data. Nonetheless, our data suggest that greater complexity is associated 

with better movement quality in these individuals. On the other hand, both approximate 

entropy and the other kinematic variables may simply reflect an impaired motor system. 

The presence of significant correlations might suggest that measuring both the 

kinematic variables and approximate entropy is redundant. However, until there is 

greater understanding of complexity in UE movements, it would be premature to 

suggest such redundancy. Further research is necessary to understand specific 

neurological mechanisms contributing to the decline in complexity in UE joints post 

stroke compared to other kinematic and functional variables and to determine the 

effects of intervention on these variables. In particular, the effects of location and size of 

brain lesion, severity of the lesion, integrity of the descending motor pathways, 

individual degree of spontaneous recovery, and the duration of stroke onset upon 

complexity in UE joints post stroke need to be explored.  

 There are certain limitations of this study. Given the heterogeneity observed in 

stroke, this sample size was relatively small. The lack of significant differences between 
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groups in shoulder and elbow SD might reflect a lack of statistical power. Additionally, 

no significant correlations between ApEn PIP of index finger and FM_UE and measures 

of UE kinematics might also indicate a lack of statistical power.  

Implications for Rehabilitation 

This study was the first attempt to delineate the differences between the two 

dimensions of variability in shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joint angles 

post stroke. Specifically, the magnitude of variability and complexity exhibited an 

inverse relationship. As hypothesized, although not significant, the magnitude of 

variability in the shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joint angles was increased 

post stroke. However, complexity was decreased in the shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP 

(index finger) joint angles post stroke. ApEn seems to be a more sensitive measure 

since, even with a small cohort of the stroke population we were able to significantly 

differentiate between healthy controls and individuals with stroke utilizing non-linear 

measure of variability, such as ApEn. Contrarily, employing linear measure of variability, 

such as SD, failed to detect differences between healthy controls and individuals with 

stroke. Additionally, a decrement in complexity post stroke indicated the compromised 

adaptability of the motor system. It might then seem intuitive to refer the complexity of 

the system as „adaptive variability‟ 

Most importantly, this study provides preliminary evidence that variability is not 

always negative. An optimal amount of adaptive variability provides individuals with a 

repertoire of movement strategies to accomplish a task. Thus, rehabilitation therapists 

should aim to augment adaptive variability post stroke. However, it would be difficult to 

measure ApEn in the clinic at the present time. There have been no investigations into 

which interventions facilitate increased UE adaptive variability and which do not. 
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Nevertheless, few suggestions could be incorporated into existing treatment protocols 

post stroke. Interventions could be designed in order to promote the adaptive capacity 

of individuals with stroke. The goal of intervention might be to enhance the complexity of 

movement. Incorporating multiple experiences in the therapeutic milieu might provide a 

rich and complex repertoire of behavioral strategies facilitating the adaptive variability 

post stroke. Specifically, participants could practice functional tasks amidst several task 

constraints including biomechanical, cognitive, and personal during interventions. For 

example, grasping and lifting a can could be practiced from surfaces of varying heights. 

Similarly, the amount of force required for grasping might be altered as well, where 

individuals practice grasping objects of different weights, sizes, and shapes. Constantly 

challenging the participation of clients during therapy sessions could maintain them in a 

state of chaos (described earlier) reflecting optimal variability. These strategies might 

allow individuals with stroke to explore several problem solving strategies during task 

performance resulting in an optimal strategy to perform functional tasks. Future 

research is necessary to determine the reliability of ApEn in UE kinematics.  

In conclusion variability is inherent in UE movements. Linear measures of 

variability consider increase in movement variability as noise. However, non-linear 

measures reveal the hidden complexity. Individuals with stroke might exhibit greater 

magnitude of variability and lower complexity or „adaptive variability‟ across several UE 

joints. Further research is warranted to generalize the use of non-linear measures to 

other neurologically impaired populations, apart from stroke. 
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Table 3-1. Participant demographics: individuals with stroke 
Participant Gender Age  Affected 

Side 
UE_FM Lesion Location Months 

after 
CVA 
 

1 M 76 L 41 Right middle cerebral 
artery 

102 

2 M 62 L 46 Right M1, middle 
cerebral artery 

48 

3 F 70 L 44 Right Striatoscapular 
infarct 

131 

4 F 66 R 58 Left Midlle/Posterior 
cerebellar artery 

102 

5 M 73 R 45 Left 
medullary/brainstem 
infarct 

103 

6 M 76 R 53 Left middle cerebral 
artery 

174 

7 M 55 L 41 Right medial 
medullary infarct 

43 

8 M 66 L 43 Right Striatoscapular 
infarct 

105 

9 F 47 L 35 Right basal ganglia 7 

10 M 62 L 27 Right middle cerebral 
artery 

118 

11 F 64 L 31 Right lacunar infarct 67 

12 F 62 L 27 Posterior ventricular 
white matter 

19 

13 M 72 R 38 Left lacunar infarct 24 

14 M 77 R 38 Left pontine infarct 34 

15 M 72 L 30 Right middle cerebral 
artery 

48 

16 M 68 R 31 Left middle cerebral 
artery 

16 

Mean 
(± SD) 

 66.75 
(±8.1) 

 39.25 
(8.9) 

 71.3 
(±48.8) 
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Table 3-2. Participant demographics: healthy controls 

Participant Gender Age  Dominant Hand 

1 F 61 R 
2 F 43 R 
3 F 51 R 
4 M 62 L 
5 F 62 R 
6 F 56 R 
7 F 58 R 
8 F 65 R 
9 F 57 R 
 
Mean 
(± SD) 

  
57.2 
(±6.7) 

 

 
 
Table 3-3. Mean of the conventional upper extremity (UE) kinematics measures of 

participants 
Mean (SD) PV (meters/second) TD (millimeter) PVT (seconds) TMT (seconds) 

Stroke 0.57 (±0.18) 141 (±51) 0.50(±0.10) 1.44(±0.60) 

Control 0.95 (±0.14) 44.62 (±16.90) 0.21 (±0.01) 0.51 (±0.10) 

PV: Peak velocity; TD: Trunk displacement; PVT: Time to peak velocity; TMT: Total 
movement time.  
 
 
Table 3-4. Spearman Rank correlations between approximate entropy (ApEn) of upper 

extremity joints and kinematic variables of reach-to-grasp.  
ApEn PV TMT PVT TD FM_UE 

Shoulder .60* -.81* -.70 -.40 .60* 

Elbow .11 -.60* -.50* -.32 .20 

Wrist .09 -.50* -.35 -.15 .03 

PIP .15 -.30 -.25 -.40 .37 

ApEn-Approximate entropy; PV-Peak velocity; TMT-Total movement time; PVT-Time to 
peak velocity; TD-Trunk displacement; FM_UE- Fugl Meyer UE subscale; PIP-Proximal 
interphalangeal joint. *= Significant at p < 0.05. 
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Figure 3-1. Upper extremity (UE) marker set.  

 

Figure 3-2. Standard deviation (SD) of various UE joints between healthy controls and 
individuals with stroke  
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Figure 3-3. Approximate Entropy (ApEn) of various UE joints between healthy controls 
and individuals with stroke (* = significant)  
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Figure 3-4. Approximate entropy (ApEn) percent of each joint to total ApEn in healthy 
controls and individuals with stroke (* = significant)  
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CHAPTER 4 
DOES MOVEMENT SPEED AND/OR RHYTHM IMPROVE UPPER EXTREMITY 

ADAPTIVE VARIABILITY POST STROKE? 

Background 

Stroke is one of the leading causes of adult-onset disability (Duncan, 1995). Every 

year over 795,000 individuals are affected by stroke in United States (American Heart 

Association, 2010). Up to 85% of individuals with stroke exhibit upper extremity (UE) 

paresis immediately post stroke (Olsen, 1990). Despite rehabilitation, residual UE 

impairments still exist (Duncan, et al., 2000; Nakayama, et al., 1994). Hence, there is a 

need for more effective treatments. Discovering practice variables that promote better 

motor control may assist in the discovery of more effective treatment.  

One of the most common motor impairments exhibited after stroke is stereotypical 

movement patterns (Cirstea & Levin, 2000). According to Dynamical systems theory 

(DST), these stereotypical patterns could be referred as „attractor or stable states‟ 

because individuals with stroke easily fall into the pattern and return to that pattern even 

when perturbed or interrupted (Kamm, et al., 1990). We discovered that these 

stereotypical patterns are characterized with low complexity in shoulder and elbow 

flexion as measured by approximate entropy (ApEn) (Sethi, Patterson, McGuirk, & 

Richards, 2009).  This is problematic for functional use of the UE because, as proposed 

by DST, greater complexity provides individuals with a repertoire of movement 

strategies to adapt movement patterns and successfully meet the demands of everyday 

changing tasks (Scholz, 1990). For example, reaching for a soda can on a low surface 

would employ different movement strategies than reaching overhead for the same can. 

It might then seem intuitive to refer the complexity of the system as, „adaptive variability‟ 

Additionally, the repeated performance of movements in an abnormal manner may 
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result in pain and contractures of various UE joints (Cirstea & Levin, 2000) which might 

further limit the adaptive variability of UE post stroke. Because of reduced adaptive 

variability after stroke, the DST perspective would suggest that a goal for therapy may 

be to increase adaptive variability in individuals with stroke to enhance UE motor control 

and function.  

Utilizing the principles of DST, adaptive variability might be enhanced by changing 

certain task constraints, known as control parameters (Newell, 1986). Task constraints 

or control parameters are variables that might be highly specific, such as myelination, 

particular muscle strength, movement speed or nonspecific, such as emotional or 

motivational aspects. Changing the appropriate task constraints might transition the 

stable or stereotypical movement patterns with low adaptive variability to more 

adaptable ones. The next logical step then is to identify task constraints that might be 

potential control parameters. Movement speed has been shown to drive the system 

from one stable state (or movement pattern) to another. For instance, Kelso (1984) 

utilized a bimanual coordination paradigm to demonstrate the effect of speed upon the 

coordination between the right and left index fingers in healthy participants. Participants 

were asked to maintain a rhythmic anti-phase pattern, characterized by abduction of 

one index finger, while adduction of the other, synchronized with the beat of a 

metronome. As the frequency of metronome increased from 1.25 to 3.5 hertz, 

participants transitioned from the anti-phase pattern into an in-phase pattern 

characterized by simultaneous abduction and adduction of both index fingers. Similar 

observations have been noted for gait patterns as well (Diedrich & Warren, 1995). 

Normal gait speed is between 1.2-1.5 meters/second, when the speed is increased to 
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2.1 meters/second, gait transitions from walking (stable state) to running (another stable 

state) (Diedrich & Warren, 1995).  

The effect of movement speed upon UE adaptive variability has not been studied. 

However, the effect of movement speed upon the adaptive variability of certain 

kinematic parameters of gait has been studied. For instance, Buzzi and Ulrich, (2004) 

demonstrated the effect of speed on ApEn of thigh, shank and foot segments in 8 

children with Down‟s syndrome and typical children when they walked at 40%, 75%, 

and 110% of the self-selected speed on a treadmill. They discovered that ApEn of thigh, 

shank and foot decreased as a function of increasing speed in both children with 

Down‟s syndrome and typical children. Because ApEn should be lower in rhythmic 

tasks, such as walking, in a healthy nervous system (Vailliancourt and Newell, 2002), 

this reduction in adaptive variability suggests that faster speed drove the motor system 

to a more normal state in these children. However, Vailliancourt and Newell (2002) 

proposed that increased ApEn reflects a healthy state of the motor system in fixed-point 

tasks, such as goal directed reaching in healthy individuals. It would then seem intuitive, 

that greater speed might drive the UE motor system of individuals post-stroke to output 

movements with greater ApEn during reaching movements.  

Apart from movement speed, rhythmic cues could also act as a potential task 

constraint to augment adaptive variability of UE post stroke. The structured time 

information in auditory rhythm cues enhances the spatial-temporal characteristics of 

movement by entraining the timing of muscle activation patterns (Thaut, Kenyon, 

Schauer, & McIntosh, 1999; Thaut, et al., 1996). Movements made with rhythmic cues 

also add stability to motor control. Several studies (McIntosh, Brown, Rice, & Thaut, 
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1997; Thaut, et al., 2002; Thaut, McIntosh, & Rice, 1997; Thaut, et al., 1996) 

demonstrated that movements produced to auditory rhythmic cuing are more accurate, 

faster and have a smaller magnitude of variability, than those produced without such 

cues. Thaut, McIntosh, Rice and Prassas (1993) demonstrated the immediate 

entrainment effects of auditory rhythmic cuing on gait post stroke. Ten individuals with 

hemiparesis walked with rhythmic cues, where the cue frequency was matched to the 

step rate of the participants. Thaut et al. (1993) observed a significant improvement in 

weight-bearing stance time on the paretic leg, and stride symmetry. The motor unit 

recruitment patterns also improved as evident from the reduction of magnitude of 

variability in the electomyographic patterns of gastrocnemius muscle bilaterally.  

Rhythmic entrainment also occurs for UE movements. Thaut, et al., (2002) 

observed immediate entrainment effects on reaching post stroke. Twenty one 

individuals with hemiparesis performed sequential reaching trials for 30 seconds with 

and without auditory rhythmic cuing. Reaches made with auditory cues exhibited better 

movement composition; reduced trunk displacement and increased shoulder and elbow 

joint excursions, straighter reaching trajectories. In addition, the magnitude of variability 

of timing was also reduced in reaches made with auditory rhythmic cues.  

These findings suggest that reaches made with auditory rhythmic cues may 

decrease the magnitude of variability of movements post stroke. Whether such cues 

change adaptive variability in reaching post-stroke has not been tested. The magnitude 

of variability quantifies the amount of error associated with kinematics of the movement 

under study. Adaptive variability provides information about the complexity of 

movement. Specifically, measures of adaptive variability unfold the underlying time 
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dependent fluctuations in a variable over time. Measures of complexity utilize the entire 

range of values of a movement parameter as opposed to magnitude. We know that 

magnitude of variability and adaptive variability most often exhibit an inverse 

relationship in UE movements (Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009). We showed that shoulder, 

elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) angles in reach to grasp movements exhibited 

greater magnitude of variability and decreased adaptive variability post stroke as 

compared to healthy participants (Sethi, et al., 2009). Because of the inverse 

relationship between magnitude of variability and adaptive variability it would then seem 

intuitive that reaches made with auditory rhythmic cues might enhance the adaptive 

variability of UE. Auditory rhythmic cuing could possibly act as an appropriate task 

constraint and transition the UE movement from stereotypical to more adaptable 

movement patterns post stroke.  

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the adaptive variability of UE, 

as measured by ApEn, is enhanced when reaching naturally at a fast speed and/or to 

auditory rhythmic cues compared to non-cued movements made at a self-selected 

speed in individuals with stroke. We hypothesized that individuals with stroke would 

exhibit significantly greater shoulder, elbow, wrist and proximal interphalangeal (PIP of 

index finger) flexion/extension joint angles ApEn while reaching at a faster speed and/or 

to auditory rhythmic cues versus reaching at comfortable pace. 
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Methods 

Participants 

Thirteen individuals with chronic stroke (mean age: 67 ±8.9) were recruited from a 

larger randomized controlled clinical trial. The protocol of this study was approved by 

the University of Florida Institutional Review Board and North Florida/South Georgia 

Veteran Health Systems Research and Development Committee. Participants were 

included if they: (1) were between the ages of 18-90 years of age; (2) had a single 

ischemic stroke at least 6 months prior; (3) were able to follow two-step commands; (4) 

had no history of more than minor head trauma, subarachnoid hemorrhage, dementia or 

other neural disorder/dysfunction, drug or alcohol abuse, schizophrenia, serious medical 

illness, or refractory depression. Table 4-1 provides the demographic details and the 

Fugl-Meyer UE subscale scores of the participants with stroke. In addition, 8 healthy 

age matched (within 10 years) controls that were neurologically and orthopedically 

intact were also recruited for the study. Table 4-2 provides the demographic details of 

the healthy participants. 

Procedures: Set Up and Instrumentation 

Upper extremity (UE) kinematic analysis of reach to grasp 

 Participants performed reach to point movements with both UE at the Human 

Motor Performance Laboratory in the Brain Rehabilitation Research Center, Veteran 

Affairs Medical Center, Gainesville, Florida. Sixty-seven reflective markers were 

secured to the various landmarks of the upper body as seen in Figure 4-1. Marker 

placements were determined using the Plug- In-UE marker set defined by our 

laboratory. Participants were seated on an adjustable, backless bench with knees bent 

at 90 flexion and feet flat on the floor, hands palm down on the table in front of them 
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and supported in 90 of elbow flexion by arm rests level with the table. Participants 

reached for an „X‟ mark, drawn at 80% arm‟s length (as measured by the distance from 

acromion process to the tip of the middle finger), at midline on a table directly in front of 

them. Healthy individuals use UE joints alone to reach for objects within this workspace; 

to obtain objects beyond this boundary, they typically involve anterior flexion of the trunk 

(Mark et al., 1997). Participants performed four trials, each cued with a “go” command, 

initially at their comfortable pace, followed by as fast as possible. Lastly participants 

performed four continuous trials paced with a metronome matched to the comfortable 

pace produced by the paretic UE. The first reach of each trial was discarded as practice 

and data analysis was completed on the remaining 3 reaches. Kinematics of reaching 

were recorded using a 12-camera VICON motion capture system (Vicon 612, Oxford 

Metrics, Oxford, UK) at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. A preliminary frequency 

analysis of the reach to point data across all the conditions indicated that the range of 

signal frequencies that contain 99.99% of the overall signal power is between 1 and 10 

Hz. Therefore, the sampling frequency was set at 100 Hz in order to be above a factor 

of ten higher than the highest frequency that might contain relevant signal. Midway 

through the study, the motion capture software was changed from Vicon Workstation to 

Vicon Nexus 1.3 (Oxford, UK). This system allowed for better resolution and data within 

this system were sampled at 200 Hz. All controls and 8 individuals with stroke 

underwent testing using Vicon Workstation. The remaining five individuals with stroke 

were tested using Vicon Nexus. Hence, the data collected using VICON Nexus were 

down sampled from 200 to 100Hz to produce equivalent comparisons. 
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Data processing 

 Data analysis was performed on the last three trials. The data were the 3-D 

positional coordinates of each marker with respect to a laboratory coordinate system 

throughout the movement series. The data were then manually labeled, and 

reconstructed. We analyzed the unfiltered data in order to retain the inherent structure 

of variability of the kinematic data (Rapp et al., 1993). The entire movement cycle was 

analyzed. The start of reach was identified as the time point at which the velocity of the 

index finger marker exceeded 5% peak velocity and the termination of reach as the time 

point at which velocity of this marker fell below 5% peak velocity. One degree of 

freedom in the sagittal plane (flexion/extension) was used to determine shoulder, elbow, 

wrist and PIP joint angle of index finger. The kinematic data were then modeled using 

SIMM (4.2, Santa Rosa, CA), which provided the shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index 

finger) joints of angles. 

Surrogate analysis  

 A surrogation procedure was applied prior to computing ApEn utilizing Theiler et 

al.‟s (1992) algorithm to verify whether the kinematic data were deterministic (non-

random) in nature and not a source of noise. Theiler et al.‟s (1992) algorithm utilizes a 

phase randomization technique which removes the deterministic structure from the time 

series creating 20 surrogate time series of each trial with the same mean, variance, and 

power spectrum as the original time series. ApEn was then computed on the original as 

well as each of the 20 surrogate time series. Significant differences in ApEn between 

the original and 19 out of 20 surrogate time series would confirm the deterministic 

nature of the original data.  
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Approximate entropy 

 After verifying that the kinematic data was not random, ApEn was obtained using 

the using MATLAB code (R2009a, Natick, MA) developed by Kaplan and Staffin (1996) 

utilizing the algorithm provided by (Pincus, et al., 1991). ApEn is a measure of 

complexity and determines the randomness in shoulder and elbow joint angle time 

series. Shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) flexion/extension angle time series 

of all three trials were utilized for analysis of ApEn. Each joint angle time series was 

analyzed from the start of the reach through the entire length of the respective time 

series including the pauses between the three trials. This procedure is not the same as 

computing ApEn on three individual trials of reach to grasp separately. In fact, the 

pauses between the three trials were evaluated as part of the temporal structure of the 

entire time series. Such an approach was adopted because ApEn is effectively a 

probability measure, which identifies whether small patterns of the time series repeat 

later in the entire time series. These small patterns might not be repeated in a single 

trial of reach to grasp movement. This rationale justifies our approach to evaluate the 

temporal structure of the entire joint angle time series across all trials. Hence, four time 

series were obtained: one for each shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joint 

angles. The most common method employed in the computation of ApEn is to identify 

repeating short patterns of length m across the entire shoulder joint angle time series. 

Starting with a vector of length m at point pi in the shoulder joint angle time series, the 

procedure involved counting the number of other vectors at other points pj (j =   i) in the 

same time series which have a similar pattern within r times the standard deviation of 

the shoulder joint angle time series. As a result, Cm(r), a count of the recurrence of 

vectors of length m was obtained. This same procedure was then repeated for all 
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vectors of length m in the shoulder angle time series, and summing the logarithm of the 

results. r is a similarity criterion, and provides the limits for assessing the nearness of  

adjacent data points in the shoulder joint angle time series. Another parameter, lag, 

identified the number of time steps between points in one of the length m vectors. 

Biomechanical data analysis conventionally utilizes r = 0.2 times the standard deviation 

of the time series, lag =1 and m = 2 (Slifkin & Newell, 1999). Thereafter, the log of this 

similarity count, Cm(r), was normalized by the number of points in the shoulder angle 

time series. Following this, the recurrence of vectors of length m + 1 was obtained 

[Cm+1(r)], in the entire shoulder joint angle time series. ApEn of shoulder angle was 

thus computed as the natural logarithm of the ratio of Cm(r) and Cm+1(r), as follows: 

ApEn (X m.r) = log [C m, (r)/C m+1, (r)]   (4-1) 

 ApEn of elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joint angles were also computed in the 

same manner. Because the length of the data could affect ApEn values, we normalized 

the ApEn values of shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) of each participant to 

their data length and then multiplied the ratio with a constant equal to 100. A more 

detailed description of the computation of ApEn can be reviewed in the Appendix of 

Slifkin and Newell (1999). In general, a vector of shorter length repeats more often than 

a longer one within a time series, thus the lowest possible ApEn value can be the 

natural logarithm of 1, which is 0, and negative values cannot be obtained. ApEn values 

range from 0 to 2. In a highly periodic or regular time series, values of Cm(r) can be 

similar to Cm+1(r) and ApEn = 0. Hence, smaller values characterize a more regular 

time series where similar patterns are more likely to follow one another. In contrast, high 
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ApEn values, suggest a highly irregular time series, where the predictability of 

subsequent patterns is low and ApEn could be close to 2 (Stergiou et al. 2004).  

 Apart from computing ApEn at various UE joints, we also computed the 

percentage contribution of each joint to the total ApEn of UE. Total ApEn was computed 

by adding the shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) ApEn‟s of each participant. 

Thereafter the percentage contribution of shoulder joint was obtained by multiplying the 

ratio of shoulder ApEn to total ApEn by 100. Similarly, the percentage contribution of 

elbow joint was computed by multiplying the ratio of elbow ApEn to total ApEn by 100. 

The percentage contribution of wrist joint was obtained by multiplying the ratio of wrist 

ApEn to total ApEn by 100. Finally, the percentage contribution of PIP joint was 

calculated by multiplying the ratio of PIP (index finger) ApEn to total ApEn by 100. Such 

analyses would reveal the distribution of ApEn across the several UE joints.  

Statistical Analysis 

 Dependent one-tailed t-tests were conducted to compare ApEn shoulder, elbow, 

wrist and PIP (index finger) values between the original and surrogate time series using 

SPSS (17.0, Chicago, IL). Non-parametric analyses were employed due to the violation 

of assumptions of normality using SPSS (17.0, Chicago, IL). Wilcoxon Signed Rank 

tests were employed to differentiate ApEn shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) 

between the comfortable pace and fast and comfortable pace and metronome reaching 

conditions within controls and individuals with stroke. Data were analyzed at p < 0.05, 

with Holm‟s step down correction procedure. Holm‟s step down procedure involves 

sorting the significance values obtained for each hypothesis in an ascending order. 

Consequently, the hypothesis with the lowest significance value was evaluated at p = 

0.006 (0.05/8). If the previous hypothesis was significant then the next hypothesis was 
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evaluated at p = 0.007 (0.05/7). Similarly, the next hypothesis was evaluated at p = 

0.008 (0.05/6), followed by p = 0.01 (0.05/5), then at p = 0.012 (0.05/4), then at p = 

0.016 (0.05/3), followed by p = 0.025 (0.05/2) and the last at p = 0.05. The analysis was 

not continued further if any hypothesis was rejected. 

 Further, the percentage contribution of shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index 

finger) joint ApEn to the total ApEn of UE was also compared between comfortable 

pace reaching conditions of controls and individuals with stroke utilizing the Mann-

Whitney U test. The results were analyzed at p < 0.05, with Holm‟s step down correction 

procedure as described above. Similar comparisons were also made in fast reaching as 

well as metronome reaching conditions separately. If the percentage contribution of UE 

joints ApEn to total ApEn was not significantly different between comfortable pace 

reaching conditions of controls and individuals with stroke further analysis involving fast 

and metronome reaching conditions was not performed.  

Results 

Dependent one-tailed t-tests revealed significantly greater shoulder, elbow, wrist 

and PIP (index finger) joints ApEn in surrogate time series than original time series for 

both controls (p<0.05) and stroke (p<0.05) groups. These results suggested that original 

shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joint angle time series were deterministic 

and not derived randomly. For healthy controls, Wilcoxon Signed rank test revealed 

greater ApEn in shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joints in the fast reaching 

and metronome conditions as compared to the comfortable pace reaching condition 

(figure 4-2). However, the lowest p value obtained was not statistically significant at the 

corrected level of significance (p > 0.006). Based upon Holm‟s step down procedure 

further analyses were not conducted. Thus, ApEn in shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP 
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(index finger) joints was not significantly different between comfortable pace and fast 

and comfortable pace and metronome reaching conditions in healthy controls. 

For participants with stroke, Wilcoxon Signed rank test revealed significantly 

greater ApEn shoulder in the metronome condition (Mdn =0.18) as compared to the 

comfortable pace condition (Mdn =0.05), T=0, p < .006, r = -0.70 (figure 4-3). ApEn 

shoulder was also significantly greater when reaching faster (Mdn =0.10) in comparison 

to the comfortable pace condition (Mdn =0.05), T=0, p < .007, r = -0.70 (figure 4-3). 

Similarly, Wilcoxon Signed rank test further demonstrated significantly greater ApEn 

elbow in the metronome condition (Mdn =0.20) as compared to the comfortable pace 

condition (Mdn =0.05), T=0, p < .008, r = -0.70 (Figure 4-3) and the reaching faster 

condition (Mdn =0.12) in comparison to the comfortable pace condition (Mdn =0.05), 

T=0, p < .01, r = -0.70 (Figure 4-3). In addition, Wilcoxon Signed rank test also 

demonstrated significantly greater ApEn wrist in the metronome condition (Mdn =0.47) 

as compared to the comfortable pace condition (Mdn =0.10), T=0, p < .012, r = -0.70 

(Figure 4-3) and when reaching faster (Mdn =0.30) in comparison to the comfortable 

pace condition (Mdn =0.10), T=0, p < .016, r = -0.70 (Figure 4.5). Lastly, ApEn PIP joint 

of index finger was significantly greater in the metronome condition (Mdn =0.58) as 

compared to the comfortable pace condition (Mdn =0.16), T=7, p < .025, r = -0.54 

(Figure 4-3), but not significantly greater (p > 0.05) when reaching faster in comparison 

to the comfortable pace condition (Figure 4-3).   

Further, the percentage contribution of ApEn between controls and individuals with 

stroke in comfortable pace reaching condition revealed that none of the UE joints 

attained the lowest p value at the corrected level of significance (p > 0.012) (Figures 4-4 
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and 4-5). Therefore, based upon Holm‟s procedure further percentage contribution 

comparisons in fast pace and metronome reaching conditions between controls and 

individuals with stroke were not conducted. 

Discussion 

The main objective of this study was to investigate the immediate effect of 

reaching faster or with auditory rhythmic cues on the adaptive variability of UE as 

measured by ApEn in healthy controls as well as individuals with stroke. The adaptive 

variability in shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joints was not significantly 

different across the three reaching conditions in healthy controls. Healthy controls might 

already exhibit an optimal level of adaptive variability; hence changing the reaching 

condition did not affect UE adaptive variability.  

The effect of movement speed on UE adaptive variability had not previously been 

studied. However, speed has been shown to influence adaptive variability in gait: 

increasing speed decreases the adaptive variability of certain kinematic gait parameters 

(Buzzi & Ulrich, 2004). In contrast, our findings run counter to those observed in gait 

studies (Buzzi & Ulrich, 2004): faster reaching movements revealed greater adaptive 

variability. This is consistent with postulates proposed by Vailliancourt and Newell 

(2002) who suggested that greater ApEn during reaching and lower ApEn while walking 

characterize healthy motor behavior. Thus, our findings indicate that making individuals 

with stroke reach faster moves the UE motor system towards a more normal state as 

reflected in greater ApEn. However, the underlying neurological mechanisms 

responsible for enhancing UE adaptive variability as a function of increase in speed are 

still not clear.  
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Apart from movement speed we also discovered immediate positive effects of 

auditory rhythmic stimulation in enhancing the adaptive variability of UE post stroke. Our 

findings are consistent with the existing literature supporting the positive influence of 

auditory rhythmic cueing on reaching post stroke. Thaut, et al., (2002) observed that 

auditory rhythm cues immediately stabilized the kinematics of reaching with low 

variability of movement time as well as reaching trajectories.  

One of the possible reasons for the augmentation of ApEn with auditory rhythm 

cueing could be attributed to the interaction of the auditory and motor systems (Thaut, 

et al., 1999). Auditory signals are known to raise the excitability of spinal motor neurons 

mediated by the auditory-motor circuitry at the reticulo-spinal level (Rossignol & Jones, 

1976). Rhythmic auditory stimulation, allows the brain to map and scale smoother 

temporal parameters of changes in position of the paretic arm throughout the entire 

movement cycle (Thaut, et al., 2002).Thaut, Kenyon, Schauer and McIntosh, (1996) 

suggested that external auditory cues provide a temporal constraint to the reaching 

movement. Once the temporal constraint is added to the movement; the rhythmic cue 

acts as an external forcing function and simplifies the motor task to reach between two 

targets. Moreover, the structured time information in auditory rhythm cues enhances the 

spatial-temporal characteristics of movement by entraining the timing of muscle 

activation patterns as measured by electromyography (Thaut, et al., 1999; Thaut, et al., 

1996). The entrainment of the timing of muscle activation patterns due to the auditory 

rhythm cues might be one of the mechanisms to facilitate the adaptive variability of UE 

post stroke. Thus, reaching with auditory rhythmic cues during motor rehabilitation might 
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optimize the reaching task and result in long-term improvements in adaptive variability 

of UE.  

 The pattern of percent contribution of UE joints to total ApEn was not significantly 

different in the comfortable pace reaching condition between healthy controls and 

individuals with stroke. Specifically, in this reach to point task, PIP (index finger) joint 

provided the greatest contribution to total ApEn, followed by wrist, elbow and shoulder 

joints in a decreasing order. In contrast, in a previous study, in which participants 

reached to grasp a can with the more affected UE, we discovered that individuals with 

stroke exhibited an altered pattern of percent contribution of UE joints to total ApEn 

(Figure 4-6). In particular, wrist and elbow contributed significantly greater than PIP 

(index finger) joint. A major difference between the two studies is that in the previous 

study participants performed reach to grasp movements while here they did reach to 

point movements. The complex nature of reach to grasp might be responsible for this 

altered pattern of distribution of UE joints ApEn to total ApEn. Grasping a can requires 

greater involvement of distal UE joints (PIP) for manipulating the fingers around the can 

than reach to point task (Van Thiel, Meulenbroek, Smeets, & Hulstijn, 2002). For 

individuals who have moderate UE deficits post-stroke, such as our participants who 

had some, but limited, ability to voluntarily extend the fingers, manipulating the PIP joint 

of index finger around the can could potentially require too much effort resulting in a 

compensation strategy exhibiting greater use of wrist and elbow joints. 

 Our preliminary findings show initial support that movement speed as well as 

auditory rhythmic cuing might act as appropriate task constraints to transition 

stereotypical movement patterns to more adaptable ones post stroke. Interestingly, 
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further analysis revealed that there was no significant difference in corresponding ApEn 

estimates of shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joints between comfortable 

reaching condition in healthy controls and metronome condition in individuals with 

stroke (Figure 4-7). Reaching with rhythmic auditory stimulation could facilitate a more 

normal functioning of the UE motor system so that UE adaptive variability in individuals 

with stroke increased towards that of healthy controls. Gains in adaptive variability 

indicated enhanced complexity in the functioning of the motor system post stroke This 

study provides a strong rationale to incorporate task constraints such as, auditory 

rhythm cues or UE training at faster speed in enhancing UE adaptive variability post 

stroke. However, careful and systematic manipulations of these task constraints are 

further required to ascertain the critical speed and frequency of auditory rhythmic cues 

which cause the transition to more adaptable reach to point movements post stroke. 

Recently, Malcolm, Massie, and Thaut (2009) also demonstrated improvements in UE 

kinematics post stroke with an intervention based upon two-week program of rhythmic 

auditory stimulation. Future studies should also investigate the long-term benefits of 

auditory rhythm cues in enhancing UE adaptive variability post stroke. Future studies 

should also be conducted to understand the effect of movement speed and rhythm on 

the dynamics of inter-joint coordination during different reaching conditions.  

 There are certain limitations of this study. We did not control for the 

randomization of three reaching conditions. We believed that reaching faster or with a 

metronome first might influence the comfortable reaching condition, thus the 

comfortable pace condition was always performed first. Given the heterogeneity 

observed in stroke, this sample size was relatively small. However, moderate to large 
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effect sizes were evident in both controls as well participants with stroke. Nevertheless 

large samples should be studied in order to investigate the severity influences of stroke 

on adaptive variability.  

Implications for Rehabilitation  

This study implies that reaching faster as well as external auditory rhythmic cuing 

might enhance the adaptive variability of UE in individuals with stroke. Adaptive 

variability is significantly impaired in shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joints 

post stroke (Sethi, et al., 2009). Although therapy goals are not explicitly stated to 

enhance adaptive variability, an implied expectation of therapists is to achieve functional 

movements that are adaptable to successfully meet the demands of everyday changing 

tasks of our clients. To achieve, such adaptable functional movements, our clients 

require adequate adaptive variability. This study provides empirical evidence of ways to 

enhance UE adaptive variability post stroke. Specifically, UE rehabilitation interventions 

utilizing the principles of reaching faster or rhythmic entrainment might enhance UE 

adaptive variability post stroke. 
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Table 4-1. Participant demographics: individuals with stroke 
Participant Gender Age  Affected 

Side 
UE_FM Lesion 

Location 
Months 
after 
CVA 
 

1 F 48 L 35 Right basal 
ganglia 

7 

2 M 76 L 41 Right middle 
cerebral artery 

102 

3 M 62 L 27 Right middle 
cerebral artery 

118 

4 F 64 L 31 Right lacunar 
infarct 

67 

5 F 62 L 27 Posterior 
periventricular 
white matter 

19 

6 M 72 R 38 Left lacunar 
infarct 

24 

7 M 76 R 53 Left middle 
cerebral artery 

174 

8 M 77 R 38 Left pontine 
infarct 

34 

9 M 55 L 41 Right medial 
medullary 
infarct 

43 

10 M 72 L 30 Right middle 
cerebral artery 

48 
 
 

11 M 66 L 43 Right 
striatocapsular 
infarct 

105 

12 M 70 L 45 Right 
Cerebellar 
Stroke 

14 

13 M 68 R 31 Left middle 
cerebral artery 

16 
 
 

Mean  
(± SD) 

 67 
(±8.9) 

 36.9 
(±7.9) 

 53.3 
(±50.9) 
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Table 4-2. Participant demographics: healthy controls 

Participant Gender Age  Dominant Hand 

1 F 61 R 
2 F 43 R 
3 F 51 R 
4 M 62 L 
5 F 62 R 
6 F 56 R 
7 F 58 R 
8 
 
Mean  
(± SD) 

F 57 
 
56.25 
(±6.49) 

R 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-1. Upper extremity marker set 
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Figure 4-2. ApEn in various UE joints in healthy participants in three reaching 
conditions. (ApEn = Approximate Entropy) 

 

 

Figure 4-3. ApEn in various UE joints in individuals with stroke in three reaching 
conditions (ApEn = Approximate Entropy; * = significant) 
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Figure 4-4. ApEn percent of various UE joints to total ApEn in healthy participants in 
three reaching conditions. (ApEn = Approximate Entropy) 

 

Figure 4-5. ApEn percent of various UE joints to total ApEn in individuals with stroke in 
three reaching conditions. (ApEn = Approximate Entropy) 
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Figure 4-6. Approximate entropy (ApEn) percent of each joint to total ApEn during a 
reach to grasp task in healthy controls and individuals with stroke (* = 
significant)  

 

Figure 4-7. ApEn of various UE joints in healthy participants in comfortable pace 
reaching condition compared to ApEn in individuals with stroke in rhythmic 
reaching conditions. (ApEn = Approximate Entropy) 
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CHAPTER 5 
DOES INTENSE FUNCTIONAL TASK TRAINING ENHANCE UPPER EXTREMITY 

ADAPTIVE VARIABILITY POST STROKE? 

Background 

Stroke is a serious and disabling condition affecting over 795,000 individuals are 

affected by stroke in United States every year (American Heart Association, 2010). 

Hemiparesis is one of the most common motor impairments post stroke (Barnes, 

Dobkin, & Bogousslavsky, 2005). Up to 85% of individuals with stroke exhibit upper 

extremity (UE) paresis immediately post stroke (Olsen, 1990).  

Most UE stroke rehabilitation interventions aim to improve motor control and 

enhance involvement of paretic UE in functional activities with intent to promote 

functional independence (Krakauer, 2006). UE movements post-stroke are often 

stereotypical (Cirstea & Levin, 2000) and characterized by low complexity in shoulder 

and elbow flexion as measured by approximate entropy (ApEn) (Sethi,et al., 2009). This 

is problematic for functional use of the UE because an optimal amount of complexity 

provides individuals with a repertoire of movement strategies to adapt movement 

patterns and successfully meet the demands of everyday changing tasks. For example, 

reaching for a soda pop can on a low surface would employ different movement 

strategies than reaching overhead for the same can. It might then seem intuitive to refer 

the complexity of the system as, „adaptive variability‟ Loss of UE complexity or adaptive 

variability post stroke makes the motor system more rigid, limits flexibility and might limit 

function.  

Stergiou, Harbourne and Cavanaugh (2006) indicated that the goal of neurological 

rehabilitation should be to facilitate the adaptive variability. Constraint induced 

movement therapy (CIMT) is one of the most widely studied UE rehabilitation 
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interventions post stroke (Langhorne, et al., 2009). CIMT is a conglomeration of various 

intervention principles aimed to enhance the use and function of the more-affected UE 

in individuals with adult stroke (Taub, et al., 1993); (van der Lee, et al., 1999); 

(Dromerick, Edwards, & Hahn, 2000). CIMT consists of repetitive task-oriented training, 

adherence enhancing behavioral strategies and constraining the use of the more-

affected use of UE (Morris, Taub, & Mark, 2006). The typical CIMT protocol constitutes 

the engagement of more-affected UE in functional task activities utilizing the principle of 

„shaping‟ and task practice for 6 hours per day for 2 weeks. Shaping is a technique 

where individuals complete a functional task in successive approximations (Morris, et 

al., 2006). The use of the less-affected hand is limited by constraining it in a mitt for 

90% of the waking hours for two weeks. Furthermore, to ensure compliance with the 

therapy behavioral contracts are also created with the person and his or her significant 

other. Intense repetitive functional task practice constitutes the hallmark of CIMT 

intervention.    

Systematic reviews conducted by Langhorne, et al., (2009) and Bonaiuti, et al., 

(2007) suggest the highest level of evidence for CIMT in UE stroke rehabilitation. The 

findings of the first multicenter EXCITE randomized control trial demonstrated positive 

motor gains post CIMT (Wolf, et al., 2006). Individuals with stroke not only were able to 

complete functional tasks faster but also improved the use of the paretic arm in common 

functional tasks. Significant gains in UE function were also seen with at least three 

hours of modified CIMT (Sterr, et al., 2002).  

A few studies have also shown kinematic changes post CIMT (Caimmi, et al., 

2008; Wu, et al., 2007). Wu, et al., (2007) demonstrated that post-CIMT, participants 
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had significant improvements in movement duration, produced smoother and straighter 

movement trajectories with more affected UE as compared to those who received 

conventional therapy. Cammini, et al., (2008) also observed favorable changes in 

paretic UE kinematics in individuals with stroke post CIMT. However, the effect of 

intense functional task practice such as, CIMT on UE adaptive variability using ApEn 

has not been studied. Optimal adaptive variability is a characteristic feature of a healthy 

well-functioning motor system and imparts adaptability to movements (Harbourne & 

Stergiou, 2009). Therefore, the primary purpose of this study was to investigate the 

effect of CIMT upon UE adaptive variability post stroke. We hypothesized that 

individuals with stroke would demonstrate significantly greater ApEn in shoulder, elbow 

and wrist flexion/extension joints angles in reach to grasp movements post CIMT.  

One of the preliminary steps before investigating the effect of CIMT upon UE 

adaptive variability is to establish the stability of ApEn over time using reliability analysis 

so that any changes seen in ApEn could be attributed to the intervention. The reliability 

of ApEn could be determined from measurements of the same participants on two 

occasions: retest reliability of ApEn. Hence, the secondary purpose of this paper was to 

investigate the test-retest reliability of ApEn in shoulder, elbow, and wrist 

flexion/extension joints angles in reach to grasp task post stroke. We hypothesized that 

ApEn in shoulder, elbow and wrist flexion/extension joints angles would be reliable in 

reach to grasp movements in individuals with stroke. In order to identify a meaningful 

change in ApEn post CIMT minimal clinical important difference was also computed. 

The information gained from this study could provide preliminary evidence on whether 

CIMT enhances UE adaptive variability post stroke. 
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Methods 

Research Design for Constraint Induced Motor Treatment Protocol 

This study employed a one-group pre test-post test design.  

Participants  

For reliability analyses 14 individuals with chronic stroke were recruited from a 

larger randomized controlled trial with a mean age of 66.07 years (±8.03). Table 5-1 

provides the demographic details and the Fugl-Meyer UE subscale (FM_UE) scores of 

the participants with stroke in reliability analysis. For the intervention study, 6 individuals 

with chronic stroke underwent CIMT with a mean age of 67 years (±10.69). Table 5-2 

provides the demographic details and the FM_UE subscale scores of the participants 

with stroke involved in the CIMT intervention. University of Florida Institutional Review 

Board and North Florida/South Georgia Veteran Health Systems Research and 

Development Committee approved the protocol of this study. Participants were included 

if they: (1) were between the ages of 18-90 years of age; (2) had a single ischemic 

stroke at least 6 months prior; (3) were able to follow two-step commands; (4) had no 

history of more than minor head trauma, subarachnoid hemorrhage, dementia or other 

neural disorder/dysfunction, drug or alcohol abuse, schizophrenia, serious medical 

illness, or refractory depression; (4) were able to elevate UE in scapular plane 

(combination of flexion and abduction) at least 300 with at least 450 active elbow 

extension available during this movement; 5) were able to extend the wrist 200, and 2 

fingers and the thumb 100 three times in a minute. Participants were excluded if they 

exhibited: (1) no active movement in UE; (2) spasticity greater than 2 on the Modified 

Ashworth Scale (Pandyan, et al., 1999); (3) scores >3 on Motor Activity Log (Blanton & 
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Wolf, 1999) indicating poor use of UE; (4) ataxia, major sensory deficits, or hemi-

inattention/neglect. 

Procedures 

Upper extremity (UE) kinematic analysis of reach to grasp 

All participants underwent baseline UE kinematic testing prior to intervention. 

Fourteen participants recruited for the reliability analysis were tested again between 24 

hours up to one week apart. Of the 14 participants recruited for the reliability analysis, 4 

participated in the two weeks of CIMT intervention and also underwent immediate post-

testing. In addition, 2 more participants participated in the two weeks of CIMT 

intervention and also underwent immediate post-testing. Hence, 6 participants 

underwent CIMT intervention.   

 Participants reached forward and grasped a soda can (56 mm in diameter; 208 

mm circumference) first with the non-paretic UE and then with the paretic UE at the 

Human Motor Performance Laboratory in the Brain Rehabilitation Research Center, at 

Veteran Affairs Medical Center, Gainesville, Florida. Forty three reflective markers were 

secured to the various landmarks of the upper body. Marker placements were 

determined using the Plug- In-UE marker set defined by our laboratory. Participants 

were seated on an adjustable, backless bench with knees bent at 90 of flexion and feet 

flat on the floor, hands palm down on the table in front of them and supported in 90 of 

elbow flexion by arm rests flush with the table. A filled soda can was placed at 80% 

arm‟s length (as measured by the distance from acromion process to the tip of the 

middle finger) on a table directly in front of the affected shoulder of the participant. 

Healthy individuals use UE joints alone to reach for objects within this workspace; to 
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obtain objects beyond this boundary; they typically involve anterior flexion of the trunk 

(Mark et al., 1997). Participants reached for the can, lifted it off the table, and put it back 

down as fast as they could and returned to the starting position. Participants performed 

four trials with the first serving as a practice trial. Each trial was cued with a “go” 

command. Participants performed discrete trials because majority of the functional tasks 

performed utilizing UE‟s are discrete in nature. Further, kinematics of reaching was 

recorded using a 12-camera VICON motion capture system (Vicon 612, Oxford Metrics, 

Oxford, UK) at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. A preliminary frequency analysis of the 

reach to point data across all the conditions indicated that the range of signal 

frequencies that contain 99.99% of the overall signal power is between 1 and 10 Hz. 

Therefore, the sampling frequency was set at 100 Hz in order to be above a factor of 

ten higher than the highest frequency that might contain relevant signal. Midway 

through the study, the motion capture software was changed from Vicon Workstation to 

Vicon Nexus 1.3 (Oxford, UK). This system allowed for higher efficiency, better 

resolution and data within this system were sampled at 200 Hz. Eight of the 14 

participants in the reliability analysis and two out of 6 in the CIMT intervention study, 

underwent testing using Vicon Workstation. The remaining participants were tested 

using Vicon Nexus. Hence, the data collected using VICON Nexus were down sampled 

from 200 to 100Hz for even comparisons.   

Data processing 

 Data analysis was performed on the last three trials. The data were the 3-D 

positional coordinates of each marker with respect to a laboratory coordinate system 

throughout the movement series. The data was then manually labeled, and 

reconstructed. We analyzed the unfiltered data in order to retain the inherent structure 
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of variability of the kinematic data (Rapp, et al., 1993). The data collected using VICON 

Nexus was down sampled from 200 to 100Hz for even comparisons. The entire 

movement cycle was analyzed. The start of reach was identified as the time point at 

which the velocity of the index finger marker exceeded 5% peak velocity and the 

termination of reach as the time point at which velocity of this marker fell below 5% peak 

velocity. One degree of freedom in the sagittal plane (flexion/extension) was used to 

determine shoulder, elbow, and wrist joint angle. The kinematic data were then modeled 

using SIMM (4.2, Santa Rosa, CA), which provided the shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP 

(index finger) joints of angles. 

Surrogate analysis  

 A surrogation procedure was applied prior to computing ApEn utilizing Theiler et 

al.‟s (1992) algorithm to verify whether the kinematic data were deterministic (non-

random) in nature and not a source of noise. Theiler et al.‟s (1992) algorithm utilizes a 

phase randomization technique which removes the deterministic structure from the 

original shoulder, elbow, and wrist joint angle time series creating 20 surrogate time 

series of each trial with the same mean, variance, and power spectrum as the original 

time series. ApEn was then computed on the original as well as each of the 20 

surrogate time series. Significant differences in ApEn between the original and 19 out of 

20 surrogate time series would confirm the deterministic nature of the original data. 

Approximate entropy 

 After verifying that the kinematic data was not random, ApEn was obtained using 

the using MATLAB code (R2009a, Natick, MA) developed by Kaplan and Staffin (1996) 

utilizing the algorithm provided by (Pincus, et al., 1991). ApEn is a measure of 

complexity and determines the randomness in a time series. Shoulder, elbow, and wrist 
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flexion/extension angle time series of all three trials were utilized for analysis of ApEn. 

Each joint angle time series was analyzed from the start of the reach through the entire 

length of the respective time series including the pauses between the three trials. This 

procedure is not the same as computing ApEn on three individual trials of reach to 

grasp separately. In fact, the pauses between the three trials were evaluated as part of 

the temporal structure of the entire time series. Such an approach was adopted 

because ApEn is effectively a probability measure, which identifies whether small 

patterns of the time series repeat later in the entire time series. These small patterns 

might not be repeated in a single trial of reach to grasp movement. This rationale 

justifies our approach to evaluate the temporal structure of the entire joint angle time 

series across all trials. Hence, three time series were obtained: one for each of the 

shoulder, elbow and wrist joint angles. The most common method employed in the 

computation of ApEn is to identify repeating short patterns of length m across the entire 

shoulder joint angle time series. Starting with a vector of length m at point pi in the 

shoulder joint angle time series, the procedure involved counting the number of other 

vectors at other points pj (j ≠ i) in the same time series which have a similar pattern 

within r times the standard deviation of the shoulder joint angle time series. As a result, 

Cm(r), a count of the recurrence of vectors of length m was obtained. This same 

procedure was then repeated for all vectors of length m in the shoulder angle time 

series, and summing the logarithm of the results. r is a similarity criterion, and provides 

the limits for assessing the nearness of  adjacent data points in the shoulder joint angle 

time series. Another parameter, lag, identified the number of time steps between points 

in one of the length m vectors. Biomechanical data analysis conventionally utilizes r = 
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0.2 times the standard deviation of the time series, lag =1 and m = 2 (Slifkin & Newell, 

1999). Thereafter, the log of this similarity count Cm(r), was normalized by the number 

of points in the shoulder angle time series. Following this, the recurrence of vectors of 

length m + 1 was obtained [Cm+1(r)], in the entire shoulder joint angle time series. 

ApEn of shoulder angle was thus computed as the natural logarithm of the ratio of Cm(r) 

and Cm+1(r), as follows: 

ApEn (X m.r) = log [C m, (r)/C m+1, (r)]   (5-1) 

ApEn of elbow and wrist joint angles were also computed in the same manner. 

Because the length of the data could affect ApEn values, we normalized the ApEn 

values of shoulder, elbow and wrist of each participant to their data length and then 

multiplied the ratio with a constant equal to 100. A more detailed description of the 

computation of ApEn can be reviewed in the Appendix of Slifkin and Newell (1999). In 

general, a vector of shorter length repeats more often than a longer one within a time 

series, thus the lowest possible ApEn value can be the natural logarithm of 1, which is 

0, and negative values cannot be obtained. ApEn values range from 0 to 2. In a highly 

periodic or regular time series, values of Cm(r) can be similar to Cm+1(r) and ApEn = 0. 

Hence, smaller values characterize a more regular time series where similar patterns 

are more likely to follow one another.  In contrast, high ApEn values, suggest a highly 

irregular time series, where the predictability of subsequent patterns is low and ApEn 

could be close to 2 (Stergiou et al. 2004).  

   Our previous findings showed that individuals with stroke have significantly 

lower ApEn shoulder, elbow and wrist estimates for reach to grasp task as compared to 

healthy controls (Sethi et al, 2009), suggesting low UE adaptive variability post stroke. 
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In this study we aimed to examine whether CIMT based intense functional task practice 

could significantly enhance ApEn of shoulder, elbow and wrist joints depicting higher UE 

adaptive variability post stroke.  

Constraint induced movement treatment  

All participants underwent a 2-week program of intense functional task practice 

based upon CIMT. During the 2-week program, subjects wore a mitt on their unaffected 

UE for 90% of their waking hours. The mitt allowed gross UE movements, but prevented 

object manipulation. The mitt was removed overnight while sleeping, bathing, and for 

contracted activities for safety or need. 

 All participants attended 4-hour therapy sessions for therapist-guided functional 

task practice with the affected extremity for 5 weekdays for two weeks. During this 

therapy participants performed functional activities, where each activity was practiced 

for each activity for 20 minutes. The therapist graded the activities throughout the 

therapy program by changing the size of the objects manipulated (e.g., smaller objects 

required fine motor control, and large objects were more difficult for individuals to grasp 

who had poor finger extension and weak grasp), the speed of movements required by 

the task (e.g. faster was more difficult), the weight of the object manipulated (e.g., 

heavier objects were more difficult), and the location in space related to the body that 

these activities took place (e.g., generally, the higher the UE elevation with elbow 

extension the greater the difficulty). Participants were given three tasks to practice on 

the weekends and filled out a log recording the activities performed with their paretic UE 

when not in therapy and when they removed the mitt. 
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Statistical Analysis 

 Dependent one-tailed t-tests were conducted to compare ApEn of shoulder, 

elbow and wrist joints values between the original and surrogate time series to confirm 

the deterministic nature of the original data. After verifying determinism in the joint angle 

series, reliability tests were conducted. Relative reliability was conducted using ICC and 

Bland and Altman plots revealed the absolute reliability of ApEn across all joints 

between the two time sessions.  

Reliability Analyses 

Relative reliability 

Relative reliability of ApEn of shoulder, elbow and wrist joints was estimated using 

intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) (2,1) (Portney & Watkins, 2000). A repeated 

measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with test session, as an independent variable 

was used to separate total variance into: variance due to test sessions, variance due to 

differences in participants, and variance due to error. If EMS represents the error mean 

square, BMS represents the variance between test sessions and RMS represents the 

between session mean square and n denotes the number of participants then: 

ICC (2,2) = BMS-EMS/BMS + ((RMS-EMS)/n) (Portney & Watkins, 2000)   (5-2) 

ICC accounted for relative reliability between two or more repeated measures on 

ApEn of shoulder, elbow and wrist joints. ICC ranges from 0.00-1.00 where an ICC 

above .75 is indicative of excellent reliability (Fleiss, 1986). 

Absolute reliability 

Bland-Altman plots were constructed by plotting the test retest mean of ApEn 

shoulder on the x-axis versus between session differences of ApEn shoulder on the y-

axis (Bland & Altman, 1986). The data from these plots was further examined for its 
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magnitude, range and distribution around the zero line. Bland and Altman analyses 

involved the following calculations: 



d = mean difference of ApEn shoulder between 2 test sessions (test session 2 

minus test session1 

SDdiff = standard deviation of the differences between 2 tests sessions 

SE (standard error) of 



d  = SDdiff/√n                            (5-3) 

95% confidence intervals of 



d  (95% CI) = 



d  ± t × SE             (5-4) 

where the value of t will be obtained from the t-table with 13(n-1) degrees of 

freedom (Bland & Altman, 1986). 

Standard error of measure (SEM) and minimal detectable change (MDC) was also 

calculated for ApEn shoulder. The SEM represents the within subject variability. SEM 

was computed by taking the square root of the mean square residual error obtained 

from the ANOVA table used in ICC calculation (Lexell & Downham, 2005; Portney & 

Watkins, 2000). SEM percentage was computed as: 

SEM% = (SEM/mean) × 100                                  (5-5) 

where mean is the mean of all observations of ApEn shoulder from test session 1 

and 2. SEM% provides the limit for the smallest change indicating a true improvement 

for a group of participants (Lexell & Downham, 2005; Portney & Watkins, 2000). 

Finally, the MDC was calculated using the formula: 

MDC95 = SEM * 2  * 1.96                                      (5-6) 

 where 1.96 is the 2-sided tabled z value for the 95% CI and √2 accounts for the 

variance of 2 measurements. MDC indicates the magnitude of change necessary to 
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exceed measurement error of two repeated measures at a specified CI (Lexell & 

Downham, 2005; Portney & Watkins, 2000).  

Similar to SEM, MDC percentage was also computed: 

MDC% = (MDC95/mean) *100                                (5-7) 

where mean is the mean of all observations of ApEn shoulder from test session 1 

and 2. MDC% provides the smallest change that indicates a real change in a single 

participant (Lexell & Downham, 2005). Similarly Bland Altman plots, SEM, SEM%, 

MDC95 and MDC% were also computed for ApEn elbow and wrist joints.  

Systematic bias was investigated by conducting Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests to 

identify no significant differences between the sample means of test versus sample 

means of retest values of ApEn shoulder joint. The data were also evaluated for 

heteroscedasticity, which reflects an increase in the amount of random error as the 

measured value increases. To investigate heteroscedasticity, the absolute difference 

between the test and retest values of ApEn shoulder was correlated with the means of 

the participants test and retest values of ApEn shoulder. A weak non-significant 

correlation suggests lack of heteroscedasticity (Bland & Altman, 1986). Similarly, 

systematic bias and heteroscedasticity were also investigated for ApEn shoulder and 

wrist joints.  

Statistical Testing for Intervention Effects 

Non-parametric analyses were employed due to the small sample size using 

SPSS (17.0, Chicago, IL). Wilcoxon Signed Rank test were used to investigate 

differences for ApEn shoulder, and wrist joints before and after CIMT with a level of 

significance at p< 0.05 with Holm‟s step down correction procedure. Holm‟s step down 

procedure involves sorting the significance values obtained for each hypothesis (here 
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each joint) in an ascending order. Consequently, the hypothesis with the lowest 

significance value was evaluated at p = 0.016 (0.05/3). If the previous hypothesis was 

significant then the next hypothesis was evaluated at p = 0.025 (0.05/2) and the last at p 

= 0.05. The analysis was not continued further if any hypothesis was rejected.  

 Additional analysis was also conducted to examine whether CIMT could facilitate 

improvement in ApEn at shoulder, elbow and wrist joints in individuals with stroke to 

healthy participants. In a previous study (Sethi et al., 2009), our sample of healthy 

individuals ApEn values of shoulder (0.14), elbow (0.16) and wrist (0.24) joints during a 

reach to grasp task. ApEn values obtained at shoulder, elbow and wrist joints prior to 

and post CIMT were expressed as a percentage of the ApEn values at the respective 

joints obtained by healthy participants. Specifically, the ratio of individual ApEn shoulder 

values of each participant (pre and post CIMT) to the healthy ApEn shoulder value was 

multiplied by 100 and expressed as percentage. Similarly, the ratio of the mean of the 

ApEn shoulder value of all six participants was also multiplied by 100 and expressed as 

percentage. Likewise, percentages were also obtained of individual and mean ApEn 

elbow and wrist values pre and post CIMT with respect to respective normative values.  

Results 

Testing Determinism in Joint Angles  

 Dependent one-tailed t-tests between the original and surrogate time series to 

confirm the deterministic nature of the original data revealed significantly greater 

shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joints ApEn in surrogate time series for 

both controls (p<0.05) and stroke (p<0.05) groups. These results suggested that original 

shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) joint angle time series were deterministic in 

nature and not derived randomly. 
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Reliability Analyses  

Relative reliability 

ICC ranges from 0.00 to 1.00 where an ICC between 0.6-0.7 suggests good 

reliability and an ICC above .75 is indicative of excellent reliability (Fleiss, 1986). Based 

upon these criteria, relative reliability was found to be excellent for ApEn shoulder (0.81) 

and elbow (0.84) and good for ApEn wrist (0.70) (Table 5-3).  

Absolute reliability 

 The residuals errors between test and retest values of ApEn across all joints 

were normally distributed. Table 5-3 depicts the 95% CI of 



d  of ApEn shoulder, elbow 

and wrist joints. Bland and Altman statistics demonstrated no systematic bias in ApEn 

shoulder, elbow and wrist joints, where zero was included in the 95% CI of 



d  in ApEn of 

all joints between session 1 and session2 (Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3). Further, Wilcoxon 

Signed Rank tests revealed no significant bias between values of ApEn shoulder, elbow 

and wrist joints obtained at session 1 and 2 (p >0.05). Visual inspection of all Bland and 

Altman plots demonstrated lack of heteroscedasticity (Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3). Weak 

and non-significant (p >0.05) Spearman correlation between values of ApEn shoulder, 

elbow and wrist joints obtained at session 1 and 2 further confirmed lack of 

heteroscedasticity in the data.  

Standard error of measurement and minimal detectable change 

 Lower SEM% values indicate lower error due to measurement than higher 

SEM% (Lexell & Downham, 2005). Table 5-3 shows the SEM% of ApEn shoulder, 

elbow and wrist joints. ApEn shoulder and elbow obtained moderate SEM% (<35%), 

while ApEn wrist was larger (SEM ~ 39%). Lower MDC% suggests that smaller changes 

in the outcome measure are sufficient to detect a real change to treatment than higher 
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MDC% (Beckerman, et al., 2001). Table 5-3 shows the MDC% of ApEn shoulder, elbow 

and wrist joints. Similar to SEM%, ApEn wrist joint resulted in greater MDC% (~105%) 

than the other two joints.  

Effect of CIMT on UE Adaptive Variability 

 Mean values of ApEn shoulder, elbow and wrist joints were greater post CIMT 

(Figure 5-4). Table 5-4 and 5-5 depict both individual percent change and means in 

ApEn shoulder, elbow and wrist joints post CIMT, respectively. Mean percent change in 

ApEn shoulder joint (~85%) exceeded MDC%. This was true for 4 of the 6 participants. 

Similarly, mean percent change in ApEn wrist joint (~114%) exceeded MDC%. 

However, only 3 of the 6 participants actually obtained ApEn values larger than MDC%. 

The mean percent change in ApEn elbow joint (~63%) did not exceed MDC% and only 

2 of the 6 participants exceeded MDC%. Table 5-6 also shows normalized pre and post 

ApEn values at shoulder, elbow and wrist joints in participants with stroke as a 

percentage of ApEn values of respective joints of healthy participants. Mean ApEn 

estimates at shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints post CIMT did not approximate the 

normative values of ApEn 

Wilcoxon Signed Rank test revealed that there was no significant difference 

between ApEn shoulder pre CIMT (Mdn =0.02) as compared to post CIMT (Mdn =0.06), 

T=0, p = .02, r = -1.05. Similarly, Wilcoxon Signed Rank test further demonstrated no 

significant difference in ApEn elbow pre CIMT (Mdn =0.05) as compared to post CIMT 

(Mdn =0.09), T=1, p = .04, r = -.64. Likewise, change in ApEn wrist also did not achieve 

statistical significance (pre CIMT: Mdn =0.09; Post CIMT: Mdn =0.20), T=3, p = .14, r = -

.65. The lowest p value obtained at ApEn shoulder joint was not statistically significant 

at the corrected level of significance (p < 0.016). Therefore, based upon Holm‟s step 
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down procedure further analyses between ApEn elbow and wrist joints also did not 

reveal statistical significance.   

Discussion 

The goal of this study was to examine whether changes in approximate entropy 

were promoted by therapy based on CIMT. However, in order to adequately test this 

result, we needed to determine the reproducibility and MDC% of adaptive variability of 

shoulder, elbow and wrist joints post stroke as measured by ApEn.  

 In our sample the relative test-retest reliability utilizing ICC was good for ApEn 

wrist and excellent for ApEn shoulder and elbow. Bland and Altman plots revealed 

stable performance with minimal systematic variance in ApEn shoulder, elbow and wrist 

joints between test session 1 and 2. Further, SEM and SEM% was utilized to evaluate 

the measurement error of ApEn across the three UE joints. The SEM and SEM% 

accounts for the smallest change required to depict real improvement across 

participants (Lexell & Downham, 2005). In the present study SEM% ranged from 25% to 

39%. In particular, ApEn shoulder and elbow obtained less than moderate SEM% 

(<35%), whereas SEM% of ApEn wrist was 39%. Based on these data, the results 

suggest that more than moderate (measurement error of 35%) changes were required 

to indicate a real change in adaptive variability at various UE joints post stroke. Based 

upon the SEM values MDC and MDC% was also obtained. MDC and MDC% indicates 

the magnitude of change necessary to exceed measurement error of two repeated 

measures at a 95% confidence interval (Lexell & Downham, 2005). The MDC% 

estimate for ApEn resulted in 70% (shoulder), 78% (elbow) and 105% (wrist). 

Specifically, the MDC% estimate of ApEn wrist was of a greater magnitude as 

compared to ApEn shoulder and elbow. Based upon the current sample of stroke 
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survivors, these results indicate that a larger magnitude of change would be required in 

ApEn wrist than ApEn shoulder and elbow to indicate a real improvement in adaptive 

variability post stroke. This was the first study, to our knowledge, to examine the test-

retest reliability and MDC% of UE adaptive variability post stroke.    

 Having determined that ApEn measures are reliable across sessions and 

calculating the MDC%, an appropriate determination of ApEn treatment response could 

be made. Although adaptive variability of shoulder, elbow and wrist joints increased post 

CIMT, statistical significance was not achieved. Similar changes were observed in 

clinical scales, such as Wolf motor function test and FM_UE (Figures 5-5 and 5-6). 

Specifically, mean FM_UE increased and mean WMFT decreased post CIMT 

suggesting gains in motor control and performance respectively. The lack of statistical 

significance is most likely because of the lack of power due to small sample size. 

Moderate to high effect sizes were obtained in ApEn across all joints before and after 

CIMT. In particular, ApEn wrist and elbow joints resulted in moderate effect size (0.65) 

and ApEn shoulder joint resulted in large effect size (1.05) post CIMT. However, Post 

hoc power analysis revealed, only 12% power was achieved for ApEn wrist joint, 30% 

for ApEn elbow joint and 68% for ApEn shoulder joint. Our sample size of six 

participants was not sufficient to obtain statistical significance. Furthermore, mean ApEn 

estimates at shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints post CIMT did not approximate the 

normative values of ApEn (Table 5-6). Though the positive change in ApEn post 

intervention brought individuals with stroke closer to the healthy complex state, there 

was still room for further improvement. However, inspection of individual participant data 
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revealed that participant 2 with a left middle cerebral infarct alone obtained greater 

ApEn percentage across all joints with respect to healthy participants.  

 Looking at the mean and individual percent change of ApEn across shoulder, 

elbow and wrist joints indicated a majority of the participants exceeded the MDC% 

estimates in ApEn shoulder and wrist joints. However, this was not the case at the 

elbow joint (Tables 5-4 and 5-5). Other studies have shown that motor control at the 

elbow after stroke, such as elbow range of motion, is more resistant to treatment than at 

the other joints. Caimmi et al., (2008) observed persistent reduced elbow extension in 

eight individuals with stroke following CIMT. Similar findings were demonstrated in a 

randomized clinical trial comparing the effect of functional task practice against 

strengthening of hemiparetic arm in 14 individuals with stroke (Corti, McGuirk, Wu, & 

Patten, 2010). Functional task practice did not result in gains in elbow extension.  

Adaptive variability at shoulder and wrist joints might be more susceptible to 

change than at elbow joint post CIMT in individuals with stroke. Redundancy in the 

corticospinal tracts (CST) with ipsilateral innervations of anterior CST might provide 

additional motor inputs to proximal joints, resulting in greater gains in ApEn shoulder 

(Colebatch & Gandevia, 1989). However, this argument cannot be made for the wrist 

joint, and at this point the specific neural and biomechanical mechanisms responsible in 

augmenting UE adaptive variability post CIMT are not certain. 

Examining the change in adaptive variability at an individual level revealed 

interesting findings. Participant 5 with a stroke in the posterior limb of interior capsule 

did not exceed MDC% at any of the joints. Further examination revealed that participant 

5 only increased ApEn at shoulder 29%, and 7% at the elbow joint. In contrast, 
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participant 5 declined in ApEn at wrist joint by 40% post CIMT. Stroke in the posterior 

limb of interior capsule has been associated with poor prognosis (Shelton & Reding, 

2001). However, participant 5 improved on FM_UE (Table 5-7). Possibly, FM_UE and 

ApEn measure different constructs of motor control. In particular, most of the items 

performed in FM_UE are static, where participants are asked to perform specific 

movement patterns. Any deviations in these movement patterns represent impairment 

in UE motor control and results in low score on the test. In contrast, the reach to grasp 

task analyzed in this study was dynamic and did not demand specific movement 

patterns across joints. Participants were only instructed to grasp the can from the side 

kept at a specific location on the table. Measures of adaptive variability, such as ApEn 

essentially quantify the complexity in movement. Greater movement complexity 

indicates that an individual has the ability to utilize multiple options to grasp the can. 

Movement complexity while grasping a can is different than grasping a can in a specific 

manner as tested in FM_UE. Hence, gains in FM_UE might not necessarily be 

associated with gains in adaptive variability.   

 A priori power analysis utilizing these results indicated that at least 28 

participants with stroke would have been required to obtain a significant effect (p < 0.01) 

of adaptive variability of shoulder and wrist joints post CIMT. Future studies with larger 

sample size need to investigate the effect of CIMT upon UE adaptive variability. Future 

studies also need to be conducted to understand the link between UE adaptive 

variability and neural reorganization in the brain post CIMT. Furthermore, studies also 

need to focus on the relationship between musculoskeletal factors such as muscle 

strength, and inter-joint coordination and UE adaptive variability.  
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 There were certain limitations of this study. First, a reliability estimate utilizing a 

large sample size might result in lower MDC% estimates. However, these data are 

important, as this was the first attempt to identify the reproducibility of ApEn in reach to 

grasp movements post stroke. Second, the results of the current reliability analysis 

could not be generalized to other UE movement tasks.  

 To our knowledge, this was the first study conducted to investigate the effect of 

one of the most commonly studied UE stroke rehabilitation interventions post stroke, 

CIMT, upon UE adaptive variability. The positive change in mean adaptive variability 

across all joints post CIMT provides preliminary support to our hypothesis, that CIMT 

might enhance UE adaptive variability. Gains in adaptive variability post CIMT indicated 

enhanced complexity in the functioning of the motor system in individuals with stroke.  

Adaptive variability provides individuals with an abundant repertoire of movement 

strategies to adapt movement patterns and successfully meet the demands of everyday 

changing tasks. For instance: we employ different type of contractions of muscles and 

range of motion to pick an object from a level surface against overhead reaching of the 

same object. In addition, adaptive variability also imparts adaptability to modify 

movement in the event of perturbations. For instance: we modify our grasp patterns 

depending upon the size and shape of the objects. Furthermore, while holding a wet 

glass filled with water, our grasp becomes stronger as soon as we realize that the object 

might slip in our hands to prevent a spill. Hence, adaptive variability not only offers 

multiple options for task performance but also provides adaptability in movement. 

However, individuals with stroke often exhibit stereotypical movement patterns with 

limited repertoire of movement strategies to accomplish daily living tasks. Moreover, 
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adaptability of UE movement is markedly reduced post stroke (Sethi et al., 2009). 

Hence, CIMT might augment UE adaptive variability post stroke.  
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Table 5-1. Participant demographics: individuals with stroke for reliability analysis 
Participant Gender Age  Affected 

Side 
UE_FM Lesion Location Months 

after 
CVA 
 

1 M 76 L 41 Right middle cerebral 
artery 

102 

2 M 62 L 46 Right M1, middle 
cerebral artery 

48 

3 F 70 L 44 Right Striatoscapular 
infarct 

131 

4 F 66 R 58 Left Midlle/Posterior 
cerebellar artery 

102 

5 M 73 R 45 Left 
medullary/brainstem 
infarct 

103 

6 M 76 R 53 Left middle cerebral 
artery 

174 

7 M 55 L 41 Right medial 
medullary infarct 

43 

8 M 66 L 43 Right Striatoscapular 
infarct 

105 

9 F 47 L 35 Right basal ganglia 7 

10 M 62 L 27 Right middle cerebral 
artery 

118 

11 F 64 L 31 Right lacunar infarct 67 

12 F 62 L 27 Posterior ventricular 
white matter 

19 

13 M 72 R 38 Left lacunar infarct 24 

14 M 77 R 38 Left pontine infarct 34 

Mean 
(±SD) 

 66.07 
(±8.03) 

 40.5 
(±8.8) 

 76.9 
(49.4) 
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Table 5-2. Participant demographics: individuals with stroke for intervention analysis 
Participant Gender Age Affected 

Side 
UE_FM Lesion 

Location 
Months 

Post CVA 

1 M 76 L 41 Right Middle 
Cerebral Artery 

102 

2 F 49 R 24 Left Middle 
Cerebral Artery 

15 

3 F 64 L 31 Right 
Periventricular 
White Matter 

67 

4 F 62 L 27 Right Posterior 
periventricular 
white matter 

19 

5 F 78 L 40 Posterior Limb 
of Internal 
Capsule 

24 

6 M 61 R 29 Left Middle 
Cerebral Artery 

24 

Mean 
(±SD) 

 67 
(±10.69) 

 32 
(±6.9) 

 41.83 
(±35.01) 

 

Table 5-3. Reliability estimates 

 ICC 95% 
Confidence 

Interval 

SEM SEM% MDC MDC% 

ApEn Shoulder .81 -.01-.02 .008 25.31 .02 70.17 

ApEn Elbow .84 -.03-.05 .015 28.35 .04 78.60 

ApEn Wrist .70 -.07-.10 .032 37.81 .09 104.81 

ApEn: Approximate entropy; ICC: Intraclass correlation; SEM: Standard error of 
measurement; SEM%: Standard error of measurement percent; MDC: Minimal 
detectable change; MDC%: Minimal detectable change percent. 
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Table 5-4. Individual percent change of ApEn in various UE joints after CIMT 

Participant Change ApEn 
Shoulder (%) 

Change ApEn Elbow  
(%) 

Change ApEn Wrist 
(%) 

1 96.74 51.94 28.84 

2 110 105.14 103.77 

3 76.09 53.50 373.86 

4 68.60 -15.38 213.32 

5 29.90 7.16 -39.91 

6 241.35 296.39 425.61 

ApEn: Approximate entropy; CIMT: Constraint induced movement therapy 
 

Table 5-5. Mean change of ApEn in various UE joinits after CIMT 

 Pre CIMT  
(Mean ± SE) 

Post CIMT  
(Mean ± SE) 

Mean Change 
(%)  

ApEn Shoulder 0.04 (.01) 0.08 (.02) 84.63 

ApEn Elbow 0.05 (.01) 0.08 (.02) 63.23 

ApEn Wrist 0.09 (.04) 0.20 (.08) 113.91 

ApEn: Approximate entropy; CIMT: Constraint induced movement therapy 
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Table 5-6. Individual pre and post percent of ApEn in various UE joints in individuals 
with stroke normalized to healthy participants  

Participant ApEn 
Shoulder 
Pre (%) 

ApEn 
Shoulder 
Post (%) 

ApEn 
Elbow  

Pre (%) 

ApEn 
Elbow 

Post (%) 

ApEn 
Wrist  

Pre (%) 

ApEn 
Wrist  

Post (%) 

1 9.54 18.78 15.13 22.99 17.36 22.37 

2 74.04 155.46 66.24 135.90 123.87 252.43 

3 29.17 51.37 25.06 38.47 24.54 116.31 

4 11.25 18.97 17.05 14.43 7.20 22.58 

5 58.62 76.16 67.31 72.13 51.60 31 

6 10.50 35.86 11.81 46.83 11.47 60.31 

Mean 32.19 59.43 33.77 55.12 39.34 84.17 

ApEn: approximate entropy 
 

Table 5-7. Individual pre and post CIMT FM_UE and WMFT scores in individuals with 
stroke  

Participant FM_UE 
Pre 

FM_UE 
Post 

FM_UE% 
Change 

WMFT 
Pre (sec) 

WMFT 
Post (sec) 

WMFT% 
Change 

1 41 39 -5 22 7 68 

2 24 24 0 71 38 47 

3 31 38 23 .4 4.6 13 

4 27 35 30 22 5 78 

5 40 48 20 3.4 3.3 2 

6 29 34 17 21 3 85 

FM_UE: Fugl Meyer Upper extremity subscale; WMFT: Wolf motor function test; CIMT: 
Constraint induced movement therapy. 
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Figure 5-1. Bland and Altman plot of ApEn shoulder (ApEn: Approximate entropy; 
dotted line indicates 95% confidence interval) 

  

 

Figure 5-2. Bland and Altman plot of ApEn elbow (ApEn: Approximate entropy; dotted 
line indicates 95% confidence interval) 
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Figure 5-3. Bland and Altman plot of ApEn wrist (ApEn: Approximate entropy; dotted 
line indicates 95% confidence interval) 

 

 

Figure 5-4. ApEn of UE joints post CIMT(ApEn: Approximate entropy; CIMT: Constraint 
induced movement therapy)  
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Figure 5-5. WMFT scores post CIMT (WMFT: Wolf motor function test scores; CIMT: 
Constraint induced movement therapy) 

 

 

Figure 5-6. FM_UE post CIMT (FM_UE: Fugl Meyer upper extremity subscale scores; 
CIMT: Constraint induced movement therapy)  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION: INTEGRATING THE FINDINGS  

Upper extremity (UE) impairment is one of the most frequent impairments after 

stroke (Gresham, et al., 1975). The damage to the motor system caused by the stroke 

results in imperfect motor control, often exhibited as atypical or stereotypical movement 

patterns. One hallmark of this dysfunctional motor system is the high variability present 

in several movement parameters, such as upper extremity joint range of motion, 

movement time, and peak velocity, when variability is conceptualized from the 

traditional motor control perspective (Cirstea & Levin, 2000). Movement variability under 

these traditional motor control theories is considered as undesirable noise in the motor 

output (Stergiou, Buzzi, Kurz & Heidel, 2004), and therefore error. Hence, the goal of 

traditional neurorehabilitation is to curtail UE movement variability to enhance motor 

control and function (Bobath, 1990). However, contemporary motor control theories, 

such as dynamical systems theory, consider variability as a characteristic of movement 

that indicates a healthy, well-functioning motor system and a consequence of motor 

learning (Bernstein, 1967; Kamm, et al., 1990). Variability in movement also reveals the 

inherent complexity of the system components and their functional interactions 

(Vaillancourt & Newell, 2002). In general, variability in movement imparts adaptability to 

the motor system (Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009). Therefore, we suggest that the 

functional aspects of variability could be referred as adaptive variability.   

Lipsitz and Goldberger (1992) suggested that the functional aspects of variability 

decline as a function of aging and disease. Because of the damage to motor neural 

networks from stroke, it would then seem intuitive that individuals with stroke might also 

exhibit reduced adaptive variability in upper extremity movement. Therefore, the first 
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study of this dissertation aimed at determining whether adaptive variability was altered 

in reach to grasp movements due to damage to the motor system caused by stroke. 

Specifically, we investigated whether adaptive variability in shoulder, elbow, wrist and 

proximal interphalangeal (PIP of index finger) flexion/extension joint angles during 

reach-to-grasp movements was reduced in individuals with stroke as compared to age 

matched healthy participants. UE adaptive variability was quantified by computing the 

approximate entropy (ApEn) of shoulder, elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) 

flexion/extension joint angles. Our findings revealed that adaptive variability was 

significantly reduced across all joints post stroke as compared to healthy participants. 

These findings indicate that adaptability in reaching movements is drastically reduced 

post stroke. Clinically, these findings imply that individuals with stroke might not be able 

to modify reach to grasp movement in the event of perturbations or changes in the task 

conditions. For instance, individuals with stroke might have difficulty in adapting grasp 

patterns depending upon the size and shape of the objects (Raghavan, Santello, 

Gordon, & Krakauer, 2010). Further, individuals with stroke are also limited in the 

repertoire of movement strategies employed to accomplish a task.    

Because of reduced adaptive variability after stroke, the dynamical systems 

perspective would suggest that a goal for therapy should be to increase adaptive 

variability in individuals with stroke to enhance UE motor control and function. Utilizing 

the principles of DST, adaptive variability might be enhanced by changing certain task 

constraints, known as control parameters (Newell, 1986). Task constraints are variables 

that might be highly specific, such as myelination, particular muscle strength, movement 

speed or nonspecific, such as emotional or motivational aspects. Changing the 
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appropriate task constraints might transition the stable or stereotypical movement 

patterns with low adaptive variability to more adaptable ones. The next logical step then 

was to identify the appropriate task constraints that might be potential control 

parameters. Movement speed has been shown to drive the motor system from one 

stable state (or movement pattern) to another in UE utilizing hand movements (Kelso, 

1984) and gait (Diedrich & Warren, 1995). In addition, reaches made with auditory 

rhythmic cues were also known to augment the UE motor control post stroke (Thaut, et 

al., 2002). Therefore, the second study of this dissertation aimed to determine whether 

UE adaptive variability could be enhanced immediately when reaching naturally, at a 

faster speed, and/or to auditory rhythmic cues in individuals with stroke. We 

hypothesized that individuals with stroke would exhibit significantly greater shoulder, 

elbow, wrist and PIP (index finger) flexion/extension joint angles ApEn while reaching at 

a faster speed and/or to auditory rhythmic cues versus reaching at comfortable pace. 

Our results indicated that shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints‟ adaptive variability 

significantly increased while reaching faster post stroke. Similarly, auditory rhythmic 

cues also significantly enhanced shoulder, elbow, wrist, and PIP joints adaptive 

variability during reaching. This study provided empirical evidence of ways to enhance 

UE adaptive variability post stroke. Clinically, UE rehabilitation interventions utilizing the 

principles of reaching faster or rhythmic entrainment might enhance UE adaptive 

variability post stroke.   

The results of the second study demonstrated that it was possible to make 

reaching movements more adaptable post stroke within one session. In fact, adaptive 

variability made while reaching with auditory rhythmic cues in individuals with stroke 
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approximated to the adaptive variability of healthy participants. However, these findings 

only indicated the immediate benefits of reaching faster and with auditory rhythmic cues 

upon UE adaptive variability. The next step was to investigate whether motor 

rehabilitation, could augment UE adaptive variability and transition the motor system 

towards normal. We chose to study Constraint Induced Movement Therapy (CIMT) 

because it is the most studied intervention with clear, but limited, efficacy post stroke 

(Langhorne, et al., 2009). Hence, the third study of this dissertation aimed to examine 

the effect of CIMT in enhancing the UE adaptive variability post stroke. We 

hypothesized that CIMT could enhance adaptive variability of shoulder, elbow and wrist 

joints. We also investigated test-retest reliability of ApEn across shoulder, elbow and 

wrist joints utilizing a comprehensive battery of statistical tools. Our findings 

demonstrated that approximate entropy, as a measure of adaptive variability was 

reliable across the three joints. Further, UE adaptive variability showed gains post 

CIMT. However the results were not statistically significant, most likely due to our small 

sample size of only six participants. We suggest future work with larger sample size to 

investigate the effect of CIMT upon UE adaptive variability.  

Overall, adaptive variability is a characteristic feature of healthy motor system. In 

particular, adaptive variability imparts adaptability to the motor system. Further, ApEn as 

a measure of adaptive variability provides a unique and different perspective of motor 

control than commonly used clinical measures used in UE stroke rehabilitation such as 

Fugl Meyer UE subscale (FM_UE) and Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT). In particular, 

most of the items performed in FM_UE require participants to perform specific 

movement patterns. Any deviations in these movement patterns represent impairment 
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in UE motor control and results in a low score on the test. Successful completion of a 

task in WMFT might not reflect an individual‟s ability to accomplish the same task if the 

task constraints were altered. For instance, successful grasp of a can from a low table 

(as performed in WMFT) might not generalize to successful grasp of the same can from 

a higher surface. In contrast, measures of adaptive variability, such as ApEn essentially 

quantify the complexity in movement. Greater movement complexity indicates that an 

individual has the ability to utilize multiple options to grasp the can. Specifically, an 

individual with greater UE adaptive variability might be more adaptable to grasp the can 

from different surfaces. Hence, understanding the adaptive variability in UE movements 

provided a unique approach to examine the health or functionality of the motor control 

system post-stroke and offered additional ways to describe the impairments in motor 

control post stroke. 

Results of this dissertation suggest that adaptability of UE movements is markedly 

reduced post stroke. Developing adaptive variability is indicative of the development of 

greater functionality in the motor system. Hence, one of the goals of neurological 

rehabilitation should be to facilitate the adaptive variability. UE rehabilitation 

interventions utilizing the principles of reaching faster or rhythmic entrainment might 

enhance UE adaptive variability post stroke. In addition, one of the widely studied motor 

rehabilitation interventions such as CIMT might also seem to augment UE adaptive 

variability post stroke. Future studies should aim at investigating the neurological 

correlates of adaptive variability in UE movements. Future studies also need to 

investigate whether practicing with error could augment adaptive variability in UE 

movements post stroke.  
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